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Your business has a unique DNA.
So should your communications solution.
Any communications provider can sell you products. Cox offers
you solutions as unique as your business from a local, dedicated
team you can trust. Get started with this valuable offer today.

Bundle Cox Business
Voice with Voicemail
and Internet for as

89/month.

low as $

*

CALL TODAY 702-939-1148
or visit coxbusiness.com

*Offer valid until 9/30/10 to new commercial subscribers of Cox Business VoiceManagerSM and Cox Business InternetSM in Las Vegas Cox-wired, serviceable locations. Offer price includes monthly service fees for 1 Traditional VoiceManager phone
line with 10 free features plus Voicemail and Cox Business Internet 5.0Mbps/1Mbps. Minimum 2-year service agreement required. Free installation is capped at $350. Telephone modem equipment may be required. Modem uses electrical power
to operate and has backup battery power provided by Cox if electricity is interrupted. Telephone service, including access to e911 service, will not be available during an extended power outage or if modem is moved or inoperable. Cox cannot
guarantee uninterrupted or error-free Internet service or the speed of your service. Additional costs for installation, construction, inside wiring and equipment may apply. Offer does not include usage, long distance calling plans, applicable taxes,
surcharges or fees. Discounts are not valid in combination with or in addition to other promotions, and cannot be applied to any other Cox account. May require Remote Call Forwarding in some areas at additional cost. Rates and bandwidth options
vary and are subject to change. All programming and prices are subject to change. Programming may vary by location. Services not available in all areas. Early Termination Fees apply if services are terminated or downgraded prior to expiration of
the term agreement. Other restrictions may apply. Telephone services are provided by Cox Nevada Telcom, LLC. ©2010 CoxCom, Inc., d/b/a Cox Communications Las Vegas, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Experience Matters
Those who can’t “do” need not apply.

Charlie Nguyen,
Director - Southern Nevada Campus

“Teachers teach more by what they are than by what they say.” – Author Unknown
“Learning is like rowing upstream: not to advance is to drop back.” – Chinese Proverb

There’s really no substitute for experience.
With that in mind, University of Phoenix (UOP)
requires its faculty members to have both the
academic background to teach and, just as importantly, experience in the field they are teaching.
Unlike many education institutions, University of
Phoenix places great value on real life experience
and recruits individuals who have a gift for educating as well as the talent to excel in their own
chosen professions. That “dual-talent” pairing ultimately fosters successful students.
The University faculty all hold advanced degrees in the field in which they teach in addition to being working professionals within those
fields. Thus, many of the faculty works part-time
in their teaching role. Instead of simply teaching
their students by the textbook, they teach through
their own experiences in the marketplace. A faculty member at University of Phoenix doesn’t
just explain why doing something one way works
better over doing it another way, they give examples from their own profession to illustrate those
concepts to their students.

Benefits of Experience
The benefits to this approach are obvious.
Faculty benefit because their subject matter is
not only familiar to them academically, but also
tangibly. They know what’s around the bend for
their students professionally and can provide that
preparation, whether the student already works in
their chosen field looking to advance or wants to
break into the market for the first time. The students benefit because they are getting a unique
and distinctive insight into what is to come.

sional development for its active faculty members. This allows them to understand the latest
trends in their own professions and to pass that
information on to their students. No one at University of Phoenix is learning or teaching from
an out-of-date textbook that has no current applications. Students and faculty both have access
to the dynamic online e-library that contains
over 20,000,000 articles along with textbooks,
scholarly journal databases and current industry
journals. All of this is readily available 24 hours
a day, seven days a week.

Results
Having faculty who do more than just teach is
paying off for both the University and its student
base. Currently, the University as a whole has
graduated over 538,000 students since its inception in 1976. In fact, 84 percent of University of
Phoenix students say that the school helped them
acquire job or work-related knowledge and skills.
Ninety three percent applauded faculty effectiveness in its end-of-course surveys.
In the end, instructors with experience in the
field they teach find that their subject matter is
more alive to their students. This engages the students to have a better understanding of the challenges they will face in their chosen professions.
Having someone who has been there and has had
the experiences you may face in the future is invaluable to anyone still developing their career
goals. Experience does matter ultimately to the
student, instructor and the marketplace.

Life Long Learning

702.638.7279
1

January 2009

Like their students, faculty are also learning
and advancing their own education. The University places considerable emphasis on profes-
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Commentary

Reid or Angle?

A Critical Choice for Nevada’s Future
Nevada voters go to the polls in November to choose between two candidates to
represent our state in the U.S. Senate.  I can’t think of a recent election where the choice
was more clear-cut, or the stakes higher.  Although both Sharron Angle and Harry Reid
are courting middle-of-the-road and undecided voters in their quest for victory in Nevada, neither one could be called a moderate.  In fact, they represent two diametrically
opposed viewpoints - on how to run the country, how to handle the economic crisis,
how to manage healthcare issues, how to regulate taxing and spending.
The question facing voters in November is simply this: which person best represents the citizens of Nevada?  I’m proud to be a Nevadan, because I admire the qualities that exemplify the pioneers who settled this state, as well as the people who came
here later looking for a better way of life.  Nevadans are proud to be independent and
self-sufficient.  We don’t want anybody telling us how to live our lives, and we don’t
want somebody in Washington D.C. picking our pockets.  We are patriotic and proud
to support the U.S. Constitution.  We believe that citizens have the right to make their
own laws to determine how their state will be run, and that each state has the right to
govern itself with a minimum of federal interference.
Does any of this sound like Harry Reid to you?  Despite his “Man from Searchlight” rhetoric, Harry hasn’t lived anywhere near Nevada since 1986, and for the last
nine years he has lived in a plush condominium at the Ritz-Carlton in Washington
D.C.  When he became the leader of the Congressional Democrats in 2005, he sold
out Nevada in order to promote the ideals and objectives of the Progressive wing of
the Democrat party, and it’s only getting worse as time goes by.  
The Progressives believe that the Constitution is a “living document” that can be
changed, distorted or just plain ignored if it gets in the way of their Socialist agenda.  
Please tell me what part of the Constitution authorized the federal government to take
over General Motors, or make it mandatory to buy health insurance.
But what about the other candidate, Sharron Angle?   The Democrats have been
trying to alarm voters by labeling her a kooky right-wing extremist.  But what they’re
really afraid of is that she represents the kind of principles that Nevadans have always
respected and admired.  She stands by what she believes, whether or not it’s popular.  
When she served in the Nevada Assembly, she was often the lone holdout when everyone else voted to increase spending.  She sponsored the Angle Property Tax Restraint
Initiative to place a cap on property tax increases, and she co-sponsored the Tax and
Spending Control (TASC) Initiative to impose a limit on state government spending.   
Sharron states that the fastest way to get the economy moving again is to cut spending, pay back the national debt and make the existing tax cuts permanent, which will
restore confidence among consumers and small businesses.  Renewed confidence will
lead to real job creation by real businesses, not the imaginary jobs that have been “created” or “saved” when Democrats pull statistics out of thin air.  Do these positions
sound extremist or alarming to you, or do they sound like the kind of common-sense
solutions we need to fix the mess that Reid, Pelosi and Obama have created?
It’s all a question of choices.  Harry Reid chose to put the Progressive’s interests
above those of Nevada, while Sharron Angle chose to defend Nevadans against taxand-spend government policies.  Soon it will be your turn to choose which one will
help shape our future.

Lyle E. Brennan
Publisher
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Can you handle
the truth?

The truth is most investors’ portfolios did not handle the past years’ market volatility well. A more alarming
truth is that most plans have not been changed to mitigate future risks or capture opportunities.
We have helped many investors with an honest assessment of their current portfolio and plan. May we
help you?

Robert A. Martin
(702) 944-7136
bnymellon.com/truth
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here’s no doubt that Nevada is unique among the 50
states - it’s the driest, has the most mountain ranges, produces the most gold, and has the highest percentage of
land managed by the federal government.  But how does
August 2010

Nevada stack up as a place to live, to raise a family or retire, to
work, or to start up a business?  For this month’s issue, we compiled statistics from a variety of state and national sources to paint
a more complete picture of the state Nevadans call home.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Travel and Tourism
Whether they came to the Entertainment Capital of the World, The
Biggest Little City in the World, or somewhere out in Cowboy Country, nearly 50 million tourists visited the Silver State in 2009 - and they
brought their money with them.  These figures show the huge impact
that travel, tourism, and gaming have on Nevada’s economy.  The lei-

sure and hospitality sector provides 27.1 percent of jobs in Nevada,
and casinos brought in nearly a billion dollars in tax contributions in
2008.  Economic diversification has been a state goal for many years,
but until that occurs, tourism is still the driving force behind Nevada’s
Economy.

Overview

% of Gross Domestic Product From Leisure and Hospitality
Nevada
49,452,042
5,268,142
$10,388,074,000
44,623,326
29,128,349
194,424
76.1%

Visitor Volume
Convention Delegates
Gross Gaming Revenue
Airport Volume
Vehicle Traffic Counts
Hotel/Motel Room Inventory
Avg. Monthly Hotel Occupancy

1
2
3
4
5

Source: Las Vegas Convention Visitors and Visitors Authority - 2008

Overseas Visitors to Select U.S. States and Territories

Source: Las Vegas Convention Center 2009

Economic Impact of Travel
Travel Spending (in $Billions)
Travel Tax Receipts (in $Billions)
Travel Employment (in Thousands)
Travel Payroll (In $Billions)

Nevada
34.1
4.3
452
11.4

U.S.
704.4
113.0
7,394
186.3

Source: U.S. Travel Association - 2008

Economic Impact of Casinos
State
Nevada
Indiana
Pennsylvania
Louisiana
Illinois
New York
Missouri
West Virginia
New Jersey
Mississippi
U.S. Total

Tax Contributions (in $Millions)
924.5
838.2
766.6
626.3
567.8
446.3
442.8
430.2
426.8
326.9
7,294.0

Jobs
202,216
16,040
5,869
17,269
7,711
3,413
11,658
5,270
38,585
28,740
375,070

23.3%
19.5%
10.2%
6.5%
5.7%
3.8%

Atlantic City, NJ
Las Vegas, NV
Orlando, FL
Honolulu, HI
New Orleans, LA
National Average

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

State
New York
Florida
California
Nevada
Hawaii
Massachusetts
Illinois
Guam
New Jersey
Texas

2009 Visitation
8,006,000
5,274,000
4,632,000
1,900,000
1,853,000
1,259,000
1,164,000
1,140,000
926,000
903,000

Market Share
33.7%
22.2%
19.5%
8.0%
7.8%
5.3%
4.9%
4.8%
3.9%
3.8%

Source: U.S. Office of Travel and Tourism Industries - 2009

Source: American Gaming Association (includes racetrack casinos) - 2008
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Education
Nevada’s schools have been receiving poor grades for many years,
and the numbers shown here bear this out.  Compared to the national
average, Nevada students score lower on standardized tests and are
more likely to drop out of high school; their parents are less likely to

have college degrees.  Many factors feed into this, including the transient nature of the population, the high percentage of service-sector
jobs, and the diverse makeup of Nevada’s major cities.  Education
will continue to be a challenge for Nevada for the foreseeable future.

Nevada Education Profile
Nevada
$10,084
83.5%
21.9%
18.5 to 1
$47,710

Total expenditures per student (FY 2007)
% of population 25 and over with at least a high school diploma or GED (2008)
% of population 25 and over with at least a bachelor’s degree (2008)
Student-Teacher Ratio (2006-2007 school year)
Average Teacher Salary (2008)

Nevada Ranking
35
40
46
46
22

U.S. Average
$11,417
85.0%
27.7%
15.5 to 1
$48,909

Source: Applied Analysis, Factors Correlated with Educational Attainment (prepared for Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce)

Dropout Rates
Teens Ages 16 to 19 not in school and not high school graduates (as % of teens)
Nevada
U.S. Average

10%
6%

Source: Annie E. Casey Foundation. National KIDS COUNT Program - 2008

Test Scores by College-Bound Students
ACT Scores
SAT Scores

Nevada
21.5
1,485

U.S. Average
21.1
1,509

Nevada Ranking
28
40

Sources - SAT: The College Board; ACT: ACT State Reports

Primary Test Scores
U.S. Average
239
282
220
262

Nevada Average
235
274
211
254

Math Scores Grade 4
Math Scores Grade 8
Reading Scores Grade 4
Reading Scores Grade 8

Source: National Center for Education Statistics.
Data reflects performance in the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) exams in 2009.

Tax Burden
Nevada ranks near the bottom of all states in the tax burden on
individuals, with no personal income tax, no inheritance or gift tax,
no estate tax and competitive sales tax rates.  It also has a very favorable tax climate for businesses, with no corporate income tax, no

unitary tax, no admissions tax, and a relatively low employer payroll
tax.  Taxes per capita are relatively low, due to the taxes paid by the
out-of-state visitors who make up such a large percentage of our dayto-day population.

Taxes Per Capita

Taxes as % of Personal Income

State
Alaska
Wyoming
Vermont
North Dakota
Connecticut
Nevada #34
U.S. Average

Taxes per Capita
$7,092
$5,078
$4,030
$3,732
$3,674
$2,105
$2,334

Source: Federation of Tax Administrators - 2009
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State
Alaska
Wyoming
Vermont
North Dakota
Hawaii
Nevada #39
U.S. Average

% of Personal Income
16.4%
10.7%
10.4%
9.4%
8.7%
5.2%
5.8%

Source: Federation of Tax Administrators - 2009

www.NevadaBusiness.com
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State Tax Collection by Source
Expressed as % of Total Taxes Collected

State
Property Tax
Sales Tax
Selective Sales Tax*
Personal Income Tax
Corporate Income Tax
Other Taxes

Nevada
3.7%
48.2%
29.8%
0.0%
0.0%
18.3%

U.S. Average
1.8%
31.9%
16.0%
34.4%
5.6%
10.3%

*Selective taxes include taxes on motor fuel, alcohol etc.
Source: Federation of Tax Administrators - 2009

State-Local Tax Burden
Rank
Highest States (D.C. not included)
1
2
3
4
5
Lowest States
46
47
48
49
50
U.S. Average

State

Combined Tax Rate

New York
Alaska
Wisconsin
California
Minnesota

12.8%
12.8%
11.9%
11.6%
11.5%

New Mexico
Florida
Texas
Nevada
Louisiana

8.7%
8.4%
8.1%
7.9%
7.9%
9.7%

Continues on page 50

Source: The Tax Foundation. Calculations based on all state and local taxes paid, both to a person’s own state and to other states
(e.g. in sales taxes paid when traveling). Total taxes are divided by total state income to compute a “”tax burden”” measure.” - 2008
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Business Broadband
from $79/Month
Sparkplug Business Solutions

Broadband

Voice/VoIP

Temporary Bandwidth

Metro Ethernet

Stable, Cost-Effective Dedicated
Wireless Internet Access
Quick Installation – be up in running in days
instead of weeks
Expert, Local Support – quick support by trained
technicians
Scalable Bandwidth – change bandwidth quickly
and easily as you grow
Reliability Assurance – 30 day guarantee for 1-10 Mb

Need something more?
Our Business Complete package
offers a voice and data bundle
that eliminates outage and
downtime. You get the security of
two completely diverse networks
through a single service.
Sparkplug gives you the
performance, availability and
reliability your business needs
without the additional expense.

Get Started Today!
Call 702-478-2474
or visit sparkplug.net/rebels
to register for the drawing

sales@sparkplug.net

Call us for more information.

ReGiS
TeR T
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o WiN
ye a R
a
of Wi
BuSiN
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S
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BaNd
a $36
00 va
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www.sparkplug.net

Free service is 3mb x 3mb wireless broadband and is valid for business customers only in limited areas.
Installation and equipment fees may apply. Drawing will be held December 30, 2010. Winning name
will be posted at www.sparkplug.net/rebels. Copyright 2010 Sparkplug, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Feature Story

By Jessica Santina

A New Era for Communications

A

t the beginning of this decade,
few people would consider cutting the cord and eliminating
their land lines. But according to a National Health Interview Survey conducted by the CDC
earlier this year, 21.1 percent of all homes
are wireless only, and a full 45 percent of
people ages 25-29 only have cell phones.
Meanwhile, 59 percent of adults now
access the Internet wirelessly, from a
laptop or mobile phone—that’s up from
51 percent in 2009. Less than half use
their phones just to call people—taking
pictures, sending texts, playing games,
accessing the Internet and sending or
receiving email are the activities rapidly
dominating the mobile industry, says the
Pew Research Center.

All of this is making life in the telecommunications industry very exciting. The recent entries of the iPad, iPhone 4, Droid X,
the 4G network and a whole slew of “me-too”
smartphones are why experts project the data
traffic market to grow by 3,000 percent in the
next five years; in 2009, business data service
revenue was $34 billion and it’s already project to exceed $1 trillion in 2010.
Business has always driven demand for
faster, better connections. Now more than
ever, businesses of all sizes want—even fully
expect—to have the world at their fingertips.
This increasing demand, along with rumblings about regulation from the FCC and the
government’s commitment to enlarging the
broadband superhighway, is creating tremendous growth and change in the telecommunications industry.

Need for Speed
Last year’s conversion to digital television, as required by the FCC, was part
of the federal government’s larger effort
to create more space on the analog spectrum for wireless carriers. Also in 2009,
the FCC began drafting its National
Broadband Plan, a congressional mandate that would ensure every American
has access to broadband capability, while
ensuring affordability and maximizing
the use of broadband to advance industry,
consumer welfare and the efficiency and
effectiveness of government. This mandate to expand bandwidth is expected by
those in telecommunications to be the
primary driver of change in the industry
in the coming years.
August 2010
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“A typical cell phone carrier has 200-300
cell phone towers in Vegas. Each tower used
to have tons of capacity when all you did
was make a phone call, which typically only
uses about 80K in bandwidth. Now they can
handle much less because phones are doing
a lot more,” explains Mike Ballard, CEO of
1Velocity, a telecommunications company
providing private lines and Internet access.
However, as Ballard points out, more than
80 percent of commercial buildings and cell
phone towers in the U.S. don’t have the capacity to handle the growing needs for bandwidth, despite the growing demand. If the
biggest trend he sees is the growth in data
services, this will result in telecommunications carriers working furiously to address
the demand with innovative solutions. 1Velocity is doing this with fiber optics.
“1Velocity is the pioneer in the deployment of a ‘fiber-like’ radio spectrum called
the millimeter-wave,” says Ballard. “In a
nutshell, it allows for the highest capacity
throughput of any spectrum available.”
1Velocity does this aerially; its metro Ethernet network is built entirely on rooftops—
no trenches or poles. The result is a considerably faster connection speed.
Cox Communications Las Vegas is also
in on the high-speed game.
“We rolled out, in December of 2009,
50MB service,” said Juergen Barbusca, manager of communications for the company.  “This is
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over coaxial cable, not fiber, and it’s the fastest speed in Nevada.  The reason we’re able
to do that is that we’re seeing, in the cable industry, new broadband modem technology.  
It allows super fast speeds.”
Another player in the business broadband
game is Sparkplug, a fixed wireless provider
that owns and operates its own microwave,
point-to-point network and offers wireless
Internet, metro Ethernet, Virtual Private
Network (VPN) and Voiceover Internet
Protocol (VoIP) services. The exponential
growth in recent years of VPN and VoIP—
the transmission of voice communications
via the Internet—is also a significant contributor to shrinking landline usage.
Sparkplug Las Vegas Market Manager
Rick Stiles says, “Small business customers are taking advantage of business grade
telecommunications service offerings that
just a few years ago were reserved for the
larger scale companies that had the capital to
invest. Now, if you’ve got three phone lines,
a fax line and an Internet connection, you
qualify (and can afford) a business grade
service offering. This is a fundamental
change in the telecommunications industry.”
As business telecommunications evolves,
the sweeping reforms proposed in the National Broadband Plan will affect every seg-

ment of the industry, says Kristin McMillan,
Vice-President of State External Relations
for the Western Region for CenturyLink, the
fourth largest telecom company in the United States, providing voice, broadband and
Internet services utilizing advanced fiber
networks and about 7 million access lines.
“It’s really just a plan at this point, but it’s
going to affect how we’re able to continue
investing in broadband in America, and how
we are fairly compensated so we can continue to invest,” says McMillan.
“Any time you change the fundamental
rules of a given market or medium, you open
up the doors to new innovations. These innovations typically come in the form of new
products or services,” says Stiles. “We’re
very excited to see legislation because it will
mean growth in service offerings in both
the public and private sectors of the wireless
broadband market. It’s good for the broadband communications market, it’s good for
small business, and I personally see it as
driving both innovation and job creation.”

Head in the Clouds
Bandwidth is also an issue when it comes
to cloud computing, another trend sweeping
the industry. Cloud computing involves using the Internet for business computing and
storage, holding data in a “cloud,” and elimi-

www.NevadaBusiness.com
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nating the need for ever-increasing, on-site
data storage capabilities.
“One thing we did here recently was to
offer business customers the ability to store
anywhere from two to 10GB of data online,”
said Barbusca.   “They can also purchase
more space if they need to.”
While it eases the burden for businesses,
the bandwidth needed to transmit data to and
from the cloud will force telecom companies
to upgrade their core network bandwidth.
The computing cloud is the basis of
many telecommunications companies, like
Telesphere. This provider of fully hosted
voice and data services utilizes an Internet
cloud to provide high-end IP-PBX services
that once were only found at Fortune 500
companies and are now available to small
and mid-sized businesses. “With us, there’s
no need for the ‘brains in the closet’ PBX
system,” says Michael Simmons, General
Manager of Telesphere’s Las Vegas market.
“In IPPBX, we send data packets rather than
sending messages via copper.”
In 2002, says Simmons, traditional, physical PBX (public branch exchange) systems
accounted for more than 85 percent of market revenue. It’s projected that in 2011, traditional PBX will only account for 5 percent
or less. “Our phones are ringing like never
before, just in the last eight months,” says
Simmons. “Companies of all shapes and
sizes are moving to an IP-based product…
government especially, due to a mandate to
go greener, so there’s a lot of government influx going to hosted telephony as well.”

Brian Danfield, Acting Regional President
for the Southwest Region of Verizon Wireless. “We’re looking at text and mobile Web
skyrocketing 160 percent in the last two
years.”
In just the 10 years since Verizon Wireless entered the wireless market in Nevada,
wireless penetration has jumped from 34 to
89 percent nationally. Currently, it’s on track
to deliver the nation’s first 4G LTE (longterm evolution) network to customers in 2530 markets, covering roughly 100 million
Americans by year’s end.
In terms of business, he adds, Verizon has
launched an Open Development Initiative to
allow developers to come onto its network
and develop specific apps for niche markets,
such as machine-to-machine apps, allowing
businesses to develop applications that are
meaningful for their businesses.
“It’s an exciting time to be part of this,”
says Southwest Regional Spokesperson Jenny Weaver for Verizon. “Consumer demand
is huge for continued innovation for network
capabilities and devices. We’ve invested

over half a billion dollars in enhancing the
network in Nevada to make sure we have the
best 3G network and are ready to deploy the
fourth generation network.”
The dawning of 4G LTE ushers in numerous advantages, including connections
that are at least 10 times faster than on the
3G network, enhanced security and worldwide roaming.
It’s not just wireless carriers like Verizon
that are benefitting from the proliferation of
mobile usage and applications. For example,
Simmons points out that it’s benefitting Telesphere in a positive way. “We’re very much
involved in fixed-mobile conversions,” he
says. “I can screen-pop a call and show
customers information about who’s on the
phone. I can give dial features from Outlook, for quick-to-dial ability. And I’d say a
large trend coming down the pike will be the
ability to switch from wi-fi to cell without
interrupting a call, and vice-versa. So mobile applications are a big part of what we’re
looking to do in the future.”
Continues on page 24

Going Mobile
According to CTIA, the International Association for the Wireless Telecommunications Industry, there are now more than 257
million data-capable mobile devices being
used around the world. In May 2010, there
were more than 240,000 apps available from
seven different app stores, in seven different
platforms. It’s projected that by the end of
2010, consumers will have spent $6.2 billion
to download over 8 billion apps.
“What we’ve seen in the industry is a
trend away from voice to data applications,
and the dynamics of using less voice,” says
August 2010
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A L L I N N O VAT I O N

Fear is not a part of Anthony A.Marnell, III’s vocabulary.
When it comes to making decisions, his single-minded
focus is relentless—he goes “all in.” Las Vegas insiders
call him “a visionary,” “the next-generation Vegas player,”
and “a new Vegas mogul.” With the opening of his M
Resort on March 1, 2009, Anthony is already living up to
these titles.
Anthony was on the verge of a professional baseball
career as the catcher for the Las Vegas Stars, the AAA
team for the San Diego Padres, when a shoulder injury
sidelined that dream. But Anthony didn’t let that stop him.
He surprised everyone by starting a software company,
TRIRIGA, which helps companies manage large real estate
holdings and rental portfolios. Although Anthony continues
to provide his strategic vision to TRIRIGA as Chairman, it’s
the M Resort that has captured his imagination most
recently. Teaming up with his father, architecture and construction genius Tony Marnell, on the $1.8 billion project,
Anthony continues the family’s longstanding commitment
to innovation. With its non-reflective floor-to-ceiling windows, open-air environment, and breathtaking piazza
waterfall, they have created a resort destination like no
other. Visit www.theMresort.com to learn more.

Holland & Hart is proud to serve clients such as the M
Resort because we, like them, constantly strive to provide
innovative solutions for our clients.
Holland & Hart is the largest law firm based in the Mountain
West with nearly 450 attorneys in 15 offices across seven
states and Washington, D.C.

Contact: Greg Gilbert, gsgilbert@hollandhart.com, 702-669-4620
3800 Howard Hughes Pkwy, 10th Floor, Las Vegas, NV 89169

www.hollandhart.com

Tim Lukas, tlukas@hollandhart.com, 775-327-3000
5441 Kietzke Lane, Second Floor, Reno, NV 89511

LAS VEGAS RENO CARSON CITY ASPEN BILLINGS BOISE BOULDER CHEYENNE COLORADO SPRINGS DENVER DENVER TECH CENTER JACKSON HOLE
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so little on the commercial side and the
non-private side that it couldn’t sustain us.
Art Carll:   I see a lot of our challenges
currently in inventory.  I believe that our
lenders are still controlling the majority
of the projects.   Right now, there aren’t
too many principals.  Principals can service their debt on whatever their asset is.  
There would be no reason to try and sell
in this market because they’ve taken quite
a loss.   It’s just making adjustments and
keep fighting, we’re going to fight.

Has commercial
real estate hit the
bottom?
Wright: It feels like we hit the bottom and

T

he commercial real estate industry has suffered a severe
downturn in Nevada because of
the recession.  Each sub-section
of commercial real estate, from
developers to engineers has experienced
a negative impact from the downturn.  
Executives representing commercial real
estate companies recently met at the law
offices of Holland & Hart in Las Vegas
to discuss some of the problems they are
facing today and share their insights on
the future of commercial real estate in
Nevada.   Those present represented design and engineering firms, brokerages,
builders and an analysis company.
Connie Brennan, publisher of Nevada
Business Magazine, served as moderator
for the event.   These monthly meetings
are designed to bring leaders together to
discuss issues pertinent to their industries.  Following is a condensed version
of the roundtable discussion.

What challenges
are you currently
facing?
Michael Holloway: The biggest challenge

in the design field, is can our industry sur18
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vive until business picks up?  I don’t see
an early pick up in sight.
Larry Monkarsh: Our largest struggle today is where do we go from here, what is
the next stage?  Whatever money we have
left, where is it best spent?  Our levels today are less than when we opened.   It’s
tough to sit here.  We’ve been at the peak
and we’ve been at the bottom.
John Vorsheck: My biggest issue is effective use of time.  Right now, as a broker, there are so many different things
you can focus on that can take you out of
your business.  Finding the right decision
maker regarding the sale of a product can
be time consuming.  Once you get in front
of that person, truly being able to have a
productive conversation can be difficult.
Craig Galati: Our biggest challenge is
cash flow.  We have lots of contracts, we
have a significant backlog of work, but the
payment cycle is longer now and we don’t
have a lot of operation capital to sustain.  
That’s been our biggest challenge.  How
do we keep up with all the opportunities
that we do have when lines of credit are
tighter?
Brent Wright:   The biggest challenge
for us is pretty much the same, having
enough work to make payroll.  The thing
that’s keeping us going is public projects.  
If we didn’t have public projects, there’s

we’ve just been skidding along.   I don’t
feel the recovery yet.  There are signs of
hope.  I just hope it doesn’t slope downward more.
Monkarsh: We used to do a lot of volume.  
We would do 35 tenant improvements in
a month and it was absolutely incredible.  
Unfortunately, today it’s like the old game
show, “Name that Tune”.   What do you
want to pay for something and we’ll make
sure we can get it done for that price.  It’s
almost like a reverse setting of the market.  It just seems to be this constant running in place.  When we are talking about
when the land values kick back, it might
be measured in decades.   It may be 20
years before we see those values again.
Galati: If we’re thinking that it’s going
to recover to what it was, I don’t think
that’s it at all.   I truly don’t believe this
is a recession.  I believe this is a shift of
the economy.  It’s a change in the economy and we have to change our mindsets
to a new economy.  Once we change our
mindsets to a new economy, there will be
an abundance of things, but it won’t be
business as usual.  The economy is going
to shift from commodity to value.  It’s on
its ways.  The consumer mentality is going away, you can see that.  We all knew
that this boom could never be sustained.
Vorsheck: Prices in Nevada had increased
tremendously, debt was extremely cheap.  
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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We’re a few years into it.  You can’t fix six
years worth of euphoria overnight.   It’s
just not going to happen, that’s common
sense.   The problem is roughly 65 -80
percent of the entire Las Vegas marketplace fell apart.   Rents have reduced by
40 percent, if you can collect.   Until we
have job creation, expansion, business rehiring, growth and profit margins across
the board, office space won’t be released.
Until people are confident enough
to truly go spend the money they were
spending during the boom, retail numbers
aren’t going to increase to where the majority are going to pay two dollars a foot
to be able to meet that service for an owner.   The values have come down so fast
it’s very difficult for appraisals to meet
where the true market value is.   There’s
a tremendous amount of capital ready to
pounce on Vegas.
In my opinion, we’re just now seeing
some sort of liquidity or flow in our market where some people have said, the market is not going to rebound like we think,
let’s be the first in, we can still potentially
take advantage of this pent-up demand.
Jake Joyce: It’s much easier to survive a
recession and cut what you already have
than to try and build what you don’t have.  
I think we’ve hit bottom, the question is
how long we trudge along that bottom.  
Holloway: Do you really think on the
commercial side that we’re at bottom?  
Its vacancy, vacancy, vacancy and it just
snowballs because the growth funded it
and we had big office spaces.
Joyce: I certainly agree with that but
there’s more and more signs of it bottoming out.  The pace of decline has slowed.
Holloway:   Is there a new term between
recession and recovery, because I don’t
think we’re in recovery.

same time, as we’re doing that we ought
to diversify around the areas of our assets.  
We have things in this Valley that nobody
else has.  We’re truly recognized as an international city.  We have an international
airport that can move and bring in people
and we can house any event, any time.  I
think as a community, we haven’t figured
out what we really want to be.  All those
things have to be dealt with.   You can’t
restructure everything overnight; it’s going to take time. What we can do is start
focusing back on that diversification and
on utilizing the assets we have to fuel that
diversification.

We need some form of other type of income, other than the gaming corridor and
construction and real estate.    
Galati: I agree.   It’s clear we need diversification in this economy, but at the

Do you find banks
easier to work
with?
Galati: It’s not that they’re not friendly

and not willing to work with you, they
are.  I get the sense that a lot more regulations are put on them than they’ve had

What will be
the catalyst for
rebound?
Vorsheck: We need to have diversity in

our economy to fill office space.  We have
a tremendous amount of office product.  
August 2010
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Be MoRe thAn A Business owneR.

Be An influentiAl Business owneR.
> Success is sweet. Success with influence
is sweeter. Just ask a small business owner
who took her Regis MBA degree and started a
bakeshop that influenced a neighborhood.
Regis University’s School of Management
does more than prepare the adult learner for a
successful career in business. But it also teaches
a rigorous core curriculum that provides the
critical thinking and problem-solving skills you

COLORADO · NEVADA · ONLINE

> 1.800.670.8738

need to positively change the lives of those
around you. And you’ll learn to be influential—
whether it’s through corporations or cupcakes.
Experience the power of influence.

BE INFLUENTIAL.

> CPS.Regis.edu/beinfluential > Read more online

> Classes Start August 30.

Life is full of tough choices
Choosing a contractor shouldn’t be
one of them.

The Lincoln County School District in Nevada chose R&O to build
their new multi-purpose facility, and they’re glad they did.
www.randoco.com
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933 Wall Avenue
Ogden, Utah 84404
801.627.1403
6787 Spencer Street
Las Vegas, Nevada 89119
702.895.9322

before because of some of their poor
decisions in the past and they’re not
going to make them again.  So, instead
of getting to a happy medium, they
went to the other side of the pendulum
and are maybe even more restrictive.  
At some point, you’ll have to come
back to more of a middle ground to get
things rolling again.
Monkarsh: There seems to be no
confidence on either side of the dealmaking table.  Every case is a case-bycase scenario.   If you had a relationship with a lender in the past, it doesn’t
mean you have one today.  I think the
banking system has to change.   The
regulations that have now been put into
place are almost too strict to foster an
environment of growth.   People want
to do things, the government wants to
get things done, but the environment
just isn’t right.  Private money is where
this country is going to start beginning
its growth, going back to the days of
how this country was founded.
Carll: There’s no inventory for that
private planning right now.   You have
to get inventory and release inventory to get the stimulation of cash going through the community.   We need
jobs and inventory to get cash moving.  
I think we’re all in a stalemate right
now.  We’re just waiting.
Galati: I have a stronger backlog than
I did last year, yet I got approved for
a smaller line of credit.  I understand,
the numbers are the numbers.  
Joyce: I think it’s a Catch 22.   If you
look at the banking stuff from the
FDIC, in the fourth quarter banking
filing, the ratio from loan loss reserves
to total assets was 3.12 percent.  That’s
the highest it’s ever been since the
FDIC was created.   They’re just holding more reserve because they’re expecting more loss and probably expecting some regulation to come down the
line that says, not only are you holding
it for your benefit, but you’re also going to be required to hold more because
we don’t want to bail you out again.  I
think there’s a lot of concern on the
www.NevadaBusiness.com

banking side because they don’t know
the market value; they don’t know
when they can release.   At the end of
the day, when you get cash, they’re going to be much more concerned with it.
Vorsheck: They have so many high
network individuals and everyone has
the same story. “I’m more capitalized,
I’m looking for this and here’s my track
record.”   They’re all great choices so
the banks are picking that right down
the fairway-type loan.   There’s got to
be some sort of happy medium. Once
we get to that point, I think you’ll start
to see more deal flow in the marketplace.  I mean, trying to get money on
a retail deal or an office project in Las
Vegas right now, forget about it.
Monkarsh: The banks have a responsibility and until such time that we can get
to that middle ground and say we’re all
responsible here, how do we start getting things moving?   You’re not going
to get that perfect balance every time.
Holloway:    You’re going to see, when
the recovery happens and people have
deals out there, they can go to any bank
they want to.   There’s not going to be
any loyalty on the business side either,
because they’re going to remember the
slow time.  Five years ago every bank
was knocking on our door and wanting our business, we were loyal to our
bank.   That loyalty goes both ways.  
The banks are going to have to spend a
lot of marketing money to keep people.

“City National
gives me peace
of mind.”
I

’m a civil rights lawyer. I founded my firm
in 1985. Civil rights work permits me to
seek justice for people when they’ve been
victimized. I look out for the rights of others
and City National looks out for me.
As a Preferred Banking client, I bank
professionally and personally with
City National. They were instrumental
in providing credit to secure our law
firm’s location as well as the financing
to build my house.
City National is The way up® for me and
my business.

Benjamin Schonbrun (and Max)
Civil Rights Attorney
View Benjamin’s complete story at
cnb.com/thewayup.
For a relationship you can trust,
call (775) 461-2513 or
(702) 425-2778.

Where
is thereal
commercial
estate business
coming from?
market. That’s how we’ve been surviving, a lot of Department of Defense
work.  There’s a lot out there in Southern California and we made deals with
different contractors to go after it.  We
went where the fees were, that’s where
they are.
Wright: We’ve been really fortunate
here in Nevada, but the biggest growth

©2010 City National Bank

Holloway: We’ve gone to the military

Nevada’s Premier Private and Business Bank sm
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ENE
RGY
Challenging
Times
Call for a
Different
Kind of
Law Firm
Our experience in a variety of areas,
including energy development
and international trade, combined
with our earnest commitment to
expanding operations in Nevada, make
Armstrong Teasdale a unique resource for
solving complex legal matters.

ENERGY INTERNATIONAL TRADE
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY COMMERCIAL
LITIGATION BANKRUPTCY
EMPLOYMENT & LABOR GOVERNMENT
RELATIONS CORPORATE SERVICES/
TRANSACTIONAL WORK
FRANCHISE

Byron Francis (Las Vegas)
702.678.5070
Richard G. Campbell Jr. (Reno)
775.322.7400

www.armstrongteasdale.com
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for us is government work in Southern
California and other places.   Thank
heavens we’re in the surrounding areas
because I think that’s what’s going to
sustain us until Southern Nevada comes
back, that work we’re doing elsewhere.
Monkarsh: We’re licensed in four
states and we’ll go and do work.  We’re
getting a lot of leads but they’re western states with the same problems
we’re encountering in Southern Nevada.   We’re doing a lot of pre-engineered metal buildings.
Galati: We’ve never tried to be tied to
a geographic location.  We haven’t tied
ourselves to a building or product type
but to a like-minded client.  For us, we
go for clients wherever they are and we
seek and connect with them through lots
of different networks.   We’ve always
been a little bit here, little bit there.

Is there a silver
lining to the
recession?
Galati: I think we will see more sustainably, I don’t mean in a green building perspective, but more sustainably
about our country, about the world in
terms of getting balance in the systems.   That’s where the silver lining
is.  Things will come back, but it will
come back with a new mindset.  That’s
the key to it.   When we change our
mindset change is instantaneous.  Business that focus on finding that shift in
mindset, finding what they do and how
it fits into this new economy, those are
the ones that are going to make a lot
of money.
Joyce: I think the silver lining going
forward is people that have survived
this will realize this isn’t a make your
money and run town.   They’ll say,
“I’m here, let me invest in it, let me do
something.”  They’ll foster growth and
foster community.
Monkarsh: The way we bring it back
is by everyone saying, “How did we
get here in the first place?”   We did it
by providing a good tourist destination

with value.  You could get a hotel room,
a meal and a good night’s sleep for under 100 bucks.  We should build on what
we did well before and make it better.
Holloway: I think another silver lining
stems from the hotels that had gotten
too big for their britches.   This was
a loss leader town, that is how they
brought people here.  All of a sudden,
middle America can’t afford to vacation here.   Now, you can go to the
Wynn for $69 a night on some weeknights.  I think that is bringing us back
to what our roots were.

Do you think your
company will be in
a better position
next year?
Monkarsh: I think we’re going to be

the same.  It’s going to be very difficult
in the long run.
Wright: I’m hopeful, but I don’t expect
it to be any better or worse.
Holloway: If it wasn’t for the fact that
we’ve been selected on some projects
that are financing, through alternative
financing, I’d be right there too.  If we
didn’t have these that we’ve been chasing for three and a half years, I would
say we’d be in a worse place.

In Brief
Google has chosen the Nevada
Commission on Tourism’s
(NCOT) online commercial as
a success-story case after it
attracted eight million views
in seven markets. NCOT was
among the first tourism entities
in the country to use Google
technology to stream video ads
into online video programs.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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What inspired you to get into
your industry?
Actually it was a job opportunity when I
graduated college in 1982. Very much like
today, unemployment was high, and jobs,
especially for graduating college students,
were at a premium. I was very fortunate
to get into a training program within my
industry at that time. It was a handson learning experience in group policy
underwriting. From there I transitioned into
sales, and ultimately sales leadership and,
candidly, never looked back or considered
alternatives to my industry.
How do you encourage growth and
development within your organization?
By continuing to challenge our people to be
the best that they can be at whatever job
they do. The company has an abundance
of training programs, and we encourage
and support efforts around continuing
education. I firmly believe that our people
are our best asset. How they do their job is
just as important as doing it.
If you could say one thing to the next
generation, what would it be?
Don’t underestimate the value of true
relationship building. At the end of the
day, I’m very much old school when
it comes to cultivating and nurturing
business relationships. That, and be true to
yourself and work hard at what you do. Be
passionate. Nothing worthwhile ever comes
without some investment. There’s a right way
to carry yourself and conduct business. It’s
not rocket science.

Donald Giancursio
CEO Nevada Market
UnitedHealthcare
Las Vegas and Reno

Number of Employees: 2,500
Years in Nevada: 18
Years with Company: 15

What is the best advice you’ve ever
received?
Don’t be afraid to take risks, to make
decisions. Take your job seriously, but not
yourself.
How do you expect healthcare reform to
affect your industry?
Clearly it will bring about change. The
changes contemplated by the health care
legislation are significant. While I can’t
speak to other companies’ positions, I can
tell you that UnitedHealthcare believes
strongly in focusing on the opportunities
and possibilities that this legislation will
bring about.
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Continued from page 15

Regulations, Competition
and Opportunity
At the federal level, a number of discussions are taking place that could have significant impact on innovation and competition
within the telecommunications industry.
Aside from the National Broadband Plan,
a movement is afoot for the FCC to assert
greater authority over broadband, which is
being referred to as the “net neutrality” issue. The idea behind net neutrality is that
phone and cable companies ought to treat all
content equally, instead of collecting fees to
deliver some content more quickly than others.
As Kristin McMillan of CenturyLink
explains, the issue derives from a 2008 attempt by the FCC to sanction Comcast for
hindering some peer-to-peer file sharing ap-

plications. Although the FCC failed in this
attempt, the case has prompted discussion
about whether it’s time to finally update the
1996 Telecommunications Act and formally
acknowledge the FCC’s role when it comes
to the Internet: Should it remain classified as
an information service, be reclassified as a
common carrier telecommunications service, or become regulated in what is being
called a “Third Way,” in which the FCC asserts authority as with common carrier telecommunications, but decline many of those
regulations?
“Network providers like CenturyLink
view their role as making sure that all packets arrive at their intended destinations as
quickly as possible to make the customer’s
Internet experience robust,” says McMillan.
“Most customers have choices and will not
tolerate providers disparaging their traffic
flow. Carriers have managed their networks
for years to maintain that integrity and there
have been few instances of any harm, as
should be expected given the extent of com-

petition and growth. Thus, the so-called ‘net
neutrality’ issue (which is really a misnomer) has been viewed by many as a solution
looking for a problem.”
McMillan says that she and others in the
industry are concerned that regulation might
negatively affect private sector investment
in broadband infrastructure development,
which has been one of the economy’s few
bright spots, as well as potentially hinder the
availability of services for customers.
Rick Stiles of Sparkplug indicates that
such legislation, if it is eventually introduced
formally, could have a significant financial
impact on carriers. “If such legislation passes, the FCC could potentially require some
or all of these providers to upgrade their networks to conform with the new ‘neutral’ access regulations. The Sparkplug network, by
design, does not limit, restrict or slow down
any traffic either to or from the Internet, so
the regulations would leave us largely unaffected. But it will be interesting to see how
this plays out, as it could bring a significant
cost burden to the existing wire-line and
cable-based ISPs,” he said.
Most agree that there’s plenty more discussion to be had on this matter before new
regulations would likely be imposed. Instead, competition in the marketplace, innovation and the recessionary drive to save
money seem to be the primary factors effecting change in the industry.
“Our customers are becoming far more
educated in their business service offerings
than they’ve ever been before,” says Stiles.
“The more pressure that’s placed on Nevada
businesses, the quicker you’ll see the educated and innovative companies grow and
thrive. If you have the budget to enhance
your business broadband services, there’s
never been a better time.”

Everything I do in the last five years has
been campaign related. That’s what my
life is about.” – Senator Harry Reid to the
Las Vegas Review-Journal last year.
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Around the State

First Responder Tool Wins International Award
The Critical Infrastructure Protection System (CIPS), a tool that uses geographic
information system technology to better prepare first responders by providing
infrastructure information of building, has been awarded a Special Achievement
Award from the ESRI International User Conference.   The tool was developed by
Urban Environmental Research in conjunction with the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police
Department.

Center for
Molecular
Medicine
Unveiled at the
UNR Campus
The University of Nevada,
Reno, in conjunction with the
University of Nevada School
of Medicine and the Whittemore Peterson Institute for
Neuro-Immune Disease have
completed the Center for
Molecular Medicine.  The facility represents the first new
research building constructed at the medical school in
almost 30 years.

Southern Nevada Workforce
Investment Board Receives
Grant for YouthBuild
The United States Department of Labor
has provided the Southern Nevada
Workforce Investment Board
with $400,000 to use in its
YouthBuild program, which
assists out-of-school youth in
obtaining diplomas or GED’s
and provides them with occupational skills training.  This is
the second year the program has received this
funding.
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Continued from page 11
Tax Rates and Tax Burdens

Estimated Burden of Major Taxes for Family of 3. Expressed as % of Income.

Rank
Highest Cities:
1
2
3
4
5
Lowest Cities:
46
47
48
49
50
51

State

$75,000
Household Income

State

$100,000
Household Income

Bridgeport, CT
Philadelphia, PA
Detroit, MI
Chicago, IL
Columbus, OH

18.1%
12.4%
11.2%
10.8%
10.0%

Bridgeport, CT
Philadelphia, PA
Detroit, MI
New York, NY
Columbus, OH

16.9%
11.8%
11.1%
10.7%
10.2%

Memphis, TN
Las Vegas, NV
Sioux Falls, SD
Anchorage, AK
Jacksonville, FL
Cheyenne, WY
National Average

5.5%
5.4%
4.8%
4.3%
4.1%
3.9%
8.0%

Las Vegas, NV
Manchester, NH
Sioux Falls, SD
Cheyenne, WY
Jacksonville, FL
Anchorage, AK
National Average

5.0%
4.9%
4.5%
4.0%
4.0%
3.6%
8.2%

For Family Income of $50,000, Las Vegas ranked No. 39 at 6.5%, compared to national average of 8.2%.
Source: Tax Rates and Tax Burdens in the District of Columbia - A Nationwide Comparison, issued by the D.C. Government, which compared taxes in the largest city of each state. - 2008

Cost of Living
While many Nevada statistics show extremes of either good or bad
news, the cost of living in the Silver State hovers right around the average
for the rest of the country.  The composite indices for our two largest met-

ropolitan areas are only a couple of percentage points above the national
average, and since these figures don’t take taxes into account, the actual
cost of living may be slightly less due to Nevada’s lower tax burden.

Cost of Living Index - Q1 2010

Selected Prices from Cost of Living Index - Q1 2010

Grocery Items
Housing
Utilities
Transportation
Health Care
Misc. Goods & Svcs.
Composite Index

Las Vegas MSA
104.0%
104.4%
99.3%
104.1%
104.9%
103.7%
103.6%

Reno-Sparks MSA
108.4%
102.0%
94.3%
104.5%
103.0%
99.0%
101.4%

Source: Council for Community and Economic Research. This index measures relative price levels for consumer goods and services in
308 Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs). It does not measure tax burden. The average of costs in each MSA is read as a percentage
of the average of all participating places.

Apartment Rent
Home Price
Mortgage Rate
Home P+I
Energy Costs
Phone
Doctor Visit

Las Vegas MSA
$816
$311,880
5.12%
$1,273.00
$198.00
$19.34
$92.00

Reno-Sparks MSA
$883
$297,135
5.12%
$1,213.00
$184.30
$19.43
$80.33

Source: Council for Community and Economic Research.

Cost of Doing Business
The Boyd Company, based in Princeton, New Jersey, provides independent site selection consulting services to clients
in a number of manufacturing and service industries.   They
have conducted several studies showing that Nevada’s cities and

towns provide lower-cost alternatives to similarly-sized locations in other states.  Factoring in payroll costs, lease rates, taxes, utilities and many other factors, Nevada compares favorably
in the overall cost of doing business.

Total Annual Operating Costs - High-Tech Center

Total Annual Operating Costs - Customer Service Center

San Jose, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Stamford, CT
Oakland, CA
San Diego, CA
Chicago, IL
Newark, NJ
Boston, MA
Seattle, WA
Las Vegas, NV

$33,470,687
$33,464,609
$31,800,418
$31,137,374
$31,078,070
$30,297,167
$29,611,498
$28,821,333
$28,597,547
$27,367,940

Source: The Boyd Co., Inc. Costs based on a high technology center in the information sciences field employing 200 workers
and occupying 100,000 square feet of high-tech office space.
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Providence, RI
Allentown/Bethlehem, PA
Madison, WI
Phoenix, AZ
Austin, TX
Columbus, OH
Las Vegas/Henderson, NV
San Antonio, TX
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Ft. Myers, FL

$25,614,026
$25,484,847
$25,265,592
$25,148,609
$24,995,349
$24,935,938
$24,909,153
$23,998,882
$23,798,565
$22,701,932

Source: The Boyd Co., Inc. - Costs based on a 500-worker customer service center with a monthly call volume of 2.5 million
minutes of billable inbound 800 service. facility employing 300 workers. Survey focused on cities under 50,000 population.

www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Healthcare
Nevada’s health care system is not ranked highly in national statistics, although many in the industry are hard at work to change this.  
Strides have been made recently to add new avenues of care and to im-

prove the quality of care Nevadans receive.  Additionally, many of the
local schools have partnered with the healthcare community to assist
in the education of Nevada’s next generation of healthcare providers.

Nevada’s Health Profile
Nevada
$4,569
31.0%
18.0%
17.7%
10.0%
13.0%
$1,990

Health Spending per Capita 2004
Average Employee Contribution as % of Family Ins. Premium
Uninsured Populaton 2008
Uninsured Children 2008
Medicaid Enrollment 2007
Medicare Enrollment 2010
Hospital Expenses per Inpatient Day 2008

U.S. Average
$5,283
28.0%
15.4%
10.3%
19.0%
15.0%
$1,782

Source: The Henry Kaiser Family Foundation

State Scorecard

Nevada’s Health Snapshot
Types of Care
Preventive measures
Acute Care
Chronic Care
Settings of Care
Home Health Care
Hospital Care
Nursing Home Care
Ambulatory Care
Clinical Areas
Cancer
Diabetes
Heart Disease
Maternal and Child Health
Respiratory Diseases

weak
weak
average
strong
weak
weak
weak

Ranking (50 states and DC)
47
46
51
27
48
39

Overall Ranking
Access to Care
Prevention and Treatment
Avoidable Hospital Use and Costs
Equity
Healthy Lives
Source: The Commonwealth Fund, a private foundation

weak
weak
weak
average
average

Source: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, U.S. Dept. of Health & Human Services, 2008 State Snapshots

Health Insurance Coverage
Employer
Individual
Medicaid
Medicare
Other Public Insurance
Uninsured

Nevada U.S. Average
58.40%
52.30%
3.70%
4.70%
7.80%
14.10%
11%
12.40%
1.20%
1.20%
18%
15.40%

Source: The Henry Kaiser Family Foundation- 2008
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Crime Rate
Although Nevada ranks near the top in many measures of criminal activity, it is important to keep in mind that these numbers reflect
reported crimes per 100,000 members of the permanent popula-

tion.  On any given day, our official population of 2.7 million may
be swelled by hundreds of thousands of temporary visitors, and odds
are that some of them will be wrongdoers.

Nevada’s Crime Rate
Reported Crimes per 100,000 population

U.S.
5.6
30
148
284
467
723
2,178
363
3,264

Nevada
7.5
43
270
430
751
968
1,939
871
3,778

Murder
Forcible Rape
Robbery
Aggravated Assault
Total Violent Crimes
Burglary
Larceny/Theft
Motor Vehicle Theft
Total Property Crimes

Ranking
7
7
2
9
4
8
33
2
14

Source: Crime in the United States, U.S. Dept. of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation - 2007

Housing
For several years, local developers as well as investors from other
states fed a homebuilding frenzy in Nevada that reached its peak in
2006.  The cyclical nature of real estate would have eventually led to a
market downturn, but the national economic recession made the “bust”

part of the boom-and-bust cycle more intense than anyone could have
imagined at its peak.  With a higher percentage of foreclosures than
any other state and home prices well below recent levels, the housing
market has only recently showed signs of ending its freefall.      

The Nevada Housing Market
Residential Housing Units Permitted (month)
Residential Housing Units Permitted - last 12 months
Housing Price Index (Q1 1980 = 100)
Housing Price Index - average last 12 months

Time Period
March 2009
March 2009
Q 1 2009
Q 1 2009

Time Period
March 2010
March 2010
Q 1 2010
Q 1 2010

806
12,496
287.7
303.1

806
7,114
235.1
249.2

% Change
0.0%
-43.1%
-18.3%
-17.8%

Source: Applied Analysis Economic Briefing June 2010

Foreclosure Rates
U.S.
California
Arizona
Nevada

1 in 138
1 in 62
1 in 49
1 in 33

Source: Foreclosure.com - Q1 2010

Median Prices Nevada Homes
Nevada
Carson City metro area
Las Vegas metro area
Reno metro area

$134,100
$174,200
$126,800
$181,800

Source: Zillow.com - May 2010

Las Vegas Metro Area Market
Foreclosures
Median Closing Price - New Home
Median Closing Price - Existing Home
New Home Closings
Existing Home Closings

2009
1,544
213,490
124,614
388
4,255

2010
1,688
193,278
122,847
515
4,186

% Change
9.0%
-9.5%
-1.4%
32.7%
-1.6%

Source: Salestraq.com - May 2010
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Employment
While it’s usually good to be number one, having the highest unemployment rate in the country (measured at 14 percent
in May) is an exception to the rule.  Having so many Nevadans

out of work or underemployed puts a strain on the rest of the
economy, as the unemployed buy less from local merchants,
struggle to pay their bills, and use more social services.

Employment Stats.

Nevada Employment by Industry
Nevada
1,119
$20.05

Employment (000)
Average Hourly Wage

U.S.
130,161
$22.53

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics - April 2010

Unemployment Rates by State
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

State
Nevada
Michigan
California
Rhode Island
Florida
U.S. Average

Rate
14%
13.60%
12.40%
12.30%
11.70%
9.70%

Category
Leisure & Hospitality
Retail, Transportation, Utilities
Government
Business & Professional Svcs.
Mining, Manufacturing, Construction
Education & Health Svcs.
Financial Services
Other Services
Information
Total

Jobs (000)
304.6
207.5
162
136.7
114.6
99.1
52.4
34.4
12.4
1,124

% of Total
27.1%
18.5%
14.4%
12.2%
10.2%
8.8%
4.7%
3.1%
1.1%
100.0%

Source: Nevada Dept. of Employment, Training & Rehabilitation - May 2010

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics - May 2010

Business Rankings
Despite a number of challenges, Nevada is well positioned
to attract businesses from other states that are also feeling the
effects of the recession.   Nevada’s location near major West

Coast markets, the favorable tax climate, and the quality of the
workforce make Nevada a good choice for companies seeking
to either start up or expand.  

Best/Worst States for Business

Entrepreneur-Friendly State

Category
Top 5:
1
2
3
4
5
Bottom 5:
47
48
49
50
51

State
Texas
North Carolina
Tennessee
Virginia
Nevada
Massachusetts
New Jersey
Michigan
New York
California

Taxation/
Regulation
AB+
B+
B+
ADDD
DF

Workforce
Quality
B+
B+
B
ABB
BC
BB-

Living
Environment
B+
AB+
ABC+
C
CC
B-

Source: Chief Executive Magazine surveyed 651 CEOs in January 2010, asking them to rank the states in three general
categories and rank each according to to its importance to the respondent.

Most Friendly
1
2
3
4
5
Least Friendly
47
48
49
50
51

South Dakota
Nevada
Texas
Wyoming
Washington
Vermont
New York
California
New Jersey
D.C.

Source: Small Business & Entrepreneurship Council. Factors in rankings included taxes and regulatory costs,
government spending, property rights, health care, energy costs, among others. - 2009
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ObamaCare:

Why the Constitutional Challenge Matters
“Don’t interfere with anything in the Constitution. That must be maintained, for it is the only safeguard of our liberties.” Abraham Lincoln

N

o American should have to live
under a law that violates our
Constitution.  Recently, Nevada
joined 19 other states in filing an amended complaint in
the United States District Court in Florida
against the federal government challenging
the constitutionality of the healthcare legislation enacted by the United States Congress
and signed into law by President Obama on
March 23, 2010.   There are critics of this
lawsuit who charge that the lawsuit is a waste
of time and resources.  Worse, they say, Nevada’s involvement will deepen divides that
separate Nevadans who hold passionately
differing views of the legislation.
I believe this lawsuit is the best and fastest
way to close these divides.
The lawsuit Nevada joins updates the
original lawsuit filed minutes after President
Obama signed the legislation and requests
that the district judge declare that the law is
unconstitutional and bar the federal government from enforcing the law in Nevada and
other states.   Based on the schedule established by the federal judge presiding over the
lawsuit, we should have an answer this fall.  
Thereafter, appeals will undoubtedly follow.  
United States Supreme Court Justice Stephen
Breyer has publically stated that he believes
that case will reach the Supreme Court in a
couple of years.  That may seem like a long
time, but in the world of litigation, that’s a
quick pace to the highest court in the land.
No doubt the stakes are high.  As reported
in The New York Times, Florida’s Attorney
General, Bill McCollum opined, “In the last
50 years or so, other than Brown v. Board, I
think the constitutional precedents here will
have a greater impact on more people than
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maybe anything else the court has decided.”  
There are now those on both sides of political
ideology who feel that among the dozen or so
lawsuit that have been filed in federal court
challenging the healthcare legislation, the
Florida lawsuit that includes the State of Nevada carries the most weight, is on the fastest
track, and focuses on the most vulnerable part
of the legislation:  the individual mandate.
The law requires every citizen and legal
resident of the United States (with a few narrow exceptions) to enter into a private contract with a   health insurance company for
the purchase of a government-approved insurance policy.  A mandate or requirement
that all citizens buy something- in this case
health insurance- or face a penalty has never
before been imposed on the American people.  The non-partisan Congressional Budget
Office has emphasized the point.  “A mandate requiring all individuals to purchase
health insurance would be an unprecedented
form of federal action.  The government has
never required people to buy any good or
service as a condition of lawful residence in
the United States.”
Nancy Pelosi, Harry Reid, and their colleagues in Congress pointed to the Commerce Clause in the Constitution as the
source of Congress’s authority to impose
the individual mandate.  But even the United
States Supreme Court’s most expansive rulings on Congress’s power under the Commerce Clause have never extended to regulating inactivity.   Yet that is precisely what
the individual mandate does.  A penalty in
imposed on anyone who chooses not to engage in commerce by choosing not to pur-

chase insurance.  If Congress can regulate inactivity, then there is no limit on Congress’s
power- contrary to the bedrock principle on
which the Constitution was established that
the federal government is a government of
limited powers.  If Congress can compel citizens to purchase insurance or be penalized,
then Congress can compel citizens to exercise, buy a Chevrolet, or purchase stock in
Goldman Sachs or face a stiff fine or penalty.
I strongly believe that the healthcare legislation is unconstitutional and an unprecedented infringement on the sovereignty of
the State of Nevada and the rights of United
States citizens and Nevada residents in particular.  That’s why my law firm and I have
agreed to represent for free Nevada in the
healthcare lawsuit.  However, people of good
faith disagree just as strongly.  The country
is deeply divided over the subject.   In our
system of government- established by the
founders of this country- the federal courts
will decide who is right.  Rather than rioting
in the streets over unpopular laws, Americans may take their disputes to judges who
are charged with applying the law equally
and impartially and who have sworn to uphold the principles of the United States Constitution.
The lawsuit Nevada joins tees up whether
the healthcare legislation can pass constitutional muster.  No matter the desired result,
the issue must be addressed and decided.  
Nevadans and the rest of the country deserve
to know whether, as Lincoln warned, their
government has interfered with the Constitution and thus put in jeopardy the only safeguard of our liberties.

Mark Hutchison, Lead Special Counsel for Nevada, Hutchison & Steffen
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Sandoval’s having what
Florida’s having

Nevada, too, can share in education-reform success

T

he majority of Nevada’s low-income and minority fourth graders
cannot read at grade level, says the
National Assessment of Educational Progress.
The Silver State also has the lowest high
school graduation rate in the nation. Among
minority students, not even one out of three
achieves a standard diploma on time.
With recognition rampant that Nevada
public education needs serious reform,
both major gubernatorial candidates have
weighed in with ambitious education plans.  
Brian Sandoval and Rory Reid, both, are
explicitly acknowledging that Nevadans
need a competitive school system with more
local and parental control. Both say they
want to hold schools and teachers accountable by grading them on their effectiveness.
Both say they want to make it easier to fire
ineffective administrators and teachers.
Importantly, both candidates — for the
record, at least — are abandoning the misguided “spend more” dogma in favor of the
real education reforms that the Nevada Policy Research Institute has frequently recommended to the state legislature.
The major difference between the candidates is that Sandoval borrows many ideas
from Florida, a state that has seen some of
the largest achievement gains in the nation.
Because Florida resembles Nevada in many
ways, this is especially promising: Florida is
a sunny tourist state that spends below the
national average on K-12 education. It has
a majority-minority student population that
leans heavily Hispanic. The major difference, of course, is that student achievement
in the Sunshine State has risen sharply —
while remaining flat in the Silver State
Hispanic students in Florida now outscore
or tie the all-student averages of 31 states on

the national fourth-grade English reading
exam. Florida’s low-income Hispanic students even outscore Nevada’s average for all
students. So effective have been Florida’s reforms that today the average African-American student in Florida now ties the average
student in Nevada.
Low-income, inner-city kids in MiamiDade — an 82-percent-minority urban
county — are a full grade level ahead of the
average fourth grader in Nevada. Embarrassingly, even Florida’s English Language
Learners are catching up with the average
student in Nevada.
Obviously, Nevada needs to copy Florida
— quickly. Sandoval’s education plan aims
to do just that. So what does that mean?
Florida grades schools A through F based
on effectiveness. It created scholarships for
students in failing schools, vouchers for kids
with learning disabilities and scholarships so
that low-income families could afford private schools.
Florida adopted alternative teacher certification to help attract new talent, created a merit bonus for great teachers and
banned social promotion out of the third
grade for students unable to read competently. Today, Florida also has one of the
largest charter-school programs in the nation and boasts the single largest virtual
school in America.
The results speak for themselves, but independent research provides additional, solid
evidence that social-promotion bans and
school choice work wonders.
A 2006 report on Florida’s social-promotion ban by Jay P. Greene and Marcus
Winters found that “students lacking in basic

skills who are socially promoted appear to
fall farther behind over time, whereas retained students appear to be able to catch up
on the skills they are lacking.”
Florida’s school-choice programs have
also proven successful. David Figlio, an
economist at the University of Florida, and
Greg Forester, a senior fellow at the Foundation for Educational Choice, both found
modest achievement gains for public schools
facing competition because of school choice
programs. In all, 18 out of 19 empirical studies on school choice conclude that the competition does in fact improve the quality of
public schools.
Furthermore, another nine out of 10 empirical studies conclude that vouchers benefit
the students who receive them. Most recently, a random-assignment study published by
the U.S. Department of Education concluded
that students using the D.C. Opportunity
Scholarship to attend private schools saw
graduation rates that were 21 percentage
points higher than students who did not win
the scholarships.
Clearly, choice works. In Florida, 80,000
students attend virtual schools and another
100,000 are enrolled in charter schools,
while nearly 50,000 special-needs and lowincome students are empowered to attend
any public or private school that their parents select.
Coupling school-choice reforms with
meaningful teacher evaluations, merit bonuses, alternative teacher certification, Athrough-F grades for public schools and
social-promotion bans, ensures that Sandoval’s education plan is a powerful recipe for
educational success in Nevada.

Patrick R. Gibbons is an education policy analyst at the Nevada Policy Research
Institute. For more visit http://npri.org/
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Building Nevada

RESIDENTIAL
MARKET

By Adam Candee

Rebuilding the
Market

N

evada’s residential housing
market received a brief boost
in the first half of 2010, but
the overall outlook for the
sector remains down for the
remainder of the year.

Dennis
Smith

President,
Home Builders Research, Inc.

The boost came largely via federal
tax incentives for homebuyers, but once
that program ended in April, the results
proved to be much like joining a diet
program: great while you’re on it, but
tough to maintain success once you stop.
“Not much has changed except the
expiration of the tax credit, which was
an artificial stimulus,” said Dennis
Smith, President of Home Builders Research, Inc.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Home builders in Southern Nevada
showed some confidence in the effect of
the tax credit by pulling 2,460 new building permits in the first five months of the
year – more than double the amount requested in the same period from 2009.
More than 2,000 new homes sold between January and May this year as well,
while more than 17,000 existing properties sold within the same time frame.
About 300 new homes exist in standing
inventory right now, Smith said.
Despite the new permit surge, many
in the real estate community cast a cautious eye toward the shaky underpinnings of Southern Nevada’s economy.
Unemployment of 14 percent in the
state leads the nation and sobers even
the firmest believers, especially with
the accompanying belief that the more
accurate figure goes north of 20 percent
when counting those whose benefits
have expired and those who are underemployed.
“We still are in very, very bad
shape,” said Irene Porter, Executive
Director/CEO of the Southern Nevada
Home Builders Association.
At the end of 2009, there were 26
traditional home building companies –
defined as having pulled five or more
permits for single-family, detached
homes in 2009 – in Southern Nevada,
compared with 38 at the end of 2008, 47
at the end of 2007, and 77 at the end of
2006. The historic high was 179 homebuilders in 1996, and the number has
decreased annually with the exception
of the peak year of 2004.
Realtors report a mixed bag in
Southern Nevada. Statistics from the
Greater Las Vegas Association of Realtors (GLVAR) show home sales and inventory increased while prices dipped
between May and June. A recent report
from MDA DataQuick of San Diego,
however, suggests Las Vegas recorded
its first year-over-year loss in 21 months
in May with a 3.3 percent combined
new and resale drop. Differing methodologies among reporting agencies often
account for such discrepancies.

GLVAR President Rick Shelton said the
local housing market “seems to be taking
one step back for every two steps forward.”
“To really rebound from the downturn of the past few years, we need to
see home sales, inventory and prices all
pointing in a positive direction for an
extended period of time,” Shelton said.
“For the most part, two of these three
key factors have been in place. We just
need prices  to go up consistently.”

GLVAR shows the median singlefamily home price in Southern Nevada during June was $140,000, down
1.4 percent from May’s $142,000. That
matched the median price in June 2009,
marking the third straight month GLVAR reported year-over-year home
prices either being stable or increasing.
Some truth about today’s new ‘normal’ in Southern Nevada creeps out
from within Realtors’ cautious opti-
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Housing Stats
The Southern Nevada median
price of the traditional new
home recorded sales in May was
$186,784. This was a year to
year decline of $27,206 or 12.8
percent. The median price for the
traditional homes was $194,921
in April.
The median single-family home
price in Southern Nevada during
June was $140,000, down 1.4
percent from May’s $142,000.
That matched the median price in
June 2009.
The total number of local singlefamily homes sold in Southern Nevada in June was 3,360. That’s up
16.5 percent from 2,884 in May,
but down 11.2 percent from 3,785
sales in June 2009.
For May, Reno home sales were
up one percent from a year ago
at 298 homes sold. May’s median sale price was $187,000, an
increase of 4 percent from May
2009.
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mism: any trend line that does not
point downward represents a victory.
“(The residential market is) about
where I expected it to be when you
don’t have any jobs,” Smith said. “It
could be worse. We still have sales,
we’re still selling houses and we’re
still building some houses.”
Hope, however audacious, existed
for more while the first-time and existing homebuyer tax credits spurred
sales earlier this year. Congress passed
a series of tax credits designed to help
clear the enormous backlog of foreclosed and bank-owned homes on the
market.
For homes purchased starting in
April 2008, the credit for first-time
buyers who haven’t owned a home in
the past three years took the form of
up to a $7,500 interest-free loan and
repayment was required. Congress increased the credit to a maximum of
$8,000 with no required repayment
for most on homes purchased between
January 1 and November 6, 2009.
Beginning November 7, 2009, an
additional category of new homebuyers – long-time residents who own
their own homes – was added. The
credit for this group is a maximum
of $6,500, which, in most cases, does
not have to be repaid. This action by
Congress also included a loosening of
income requirements to qualify for the
credits.
The period from November 2009
until the credit’s expiration this April
created a noticeable bump in sales not
only in Nevada, but throughout the
country. Smith said net new homes
sales in the Las Vegas area jumped
from 0.2 per week per subdivision to
one per week per subdivision.
When it became clear that many
sales during that time involved short
sales and other complicated closings,
Congress passed an extension of the
closing deadline from June 30 to September 30.
Yet the boost proved to be more
a prop than a panacea. The National

Association of Realtors reported a 30
percent drop in nationwide home sales
from April to May, which also represented a fall of more than 15 percent
year over year. Sales quickly fell in Nevada as well, as Smith reports a return
to the same new homes sales level as
prior to the credit in Las Vegas.
“After the tax credit expired, what
amazes me is that some national publications wrote stories implying they are
very surprised that the housing market slowed down now, saying sales are
weak,” Smith said. “I don’t understand
how they can come up with that conclusion. Sales are back to where they
were prior to the tax credit.”
Smith feels the tax credit proved to
be a great short-term idea, but doubts
the sustainability of such patch fixes.
“Absolutely (it’s good) in terms of
sales,” Smith said. “Is it good for the
long term of the industry? I don’t know.
Sooner or later, the housing industry
has to stand on its own. Unfortunately,
Las Vegas is lagging some of the other
metro areas around the Southwest and
other parts of the country.”
The Reno market also experienced
the positive impact of the credit, said
Ken Amundson, President of the RenoSparks Association of Realtors.
“I believe it definitely has had an
effect,” Amundson said. “Some of the
effect has been to pull homes from future sales by encouraging quick decisions or early decisions.
“I think it is inevitably like a sale
at Macy’s or somewhere else, where
you’ve got shirts on sale for 15, 20,
30 percent off. Typically, you don’t go
back next month and buy more at full
price. I think what it did is encourage
people to believe in the system. It encouraged people to buy and consider
buying, and be part of the conversation.”
For May, Reno home sales were
up one percent from a year ago at 298
homes sold. May’s median sale price
was $187,000, an increase of 4 percent
from May 2009.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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“One of the most encouraging
things about our market at this point is
our (May) median home price was exactly equal to May 2009,” Amundson
said. “This is the first time in probably
five years that we have been able to say
median home price, year over year for
the same month, is not lower.”
Amundson noted a pair of trends in
his market: the rise of short sales and
the drop in bank-owned sales. Short
sales accounted for close to 40 percent
of closings in May, as opposed to 14
percent a year earlier. Sales of bankowned, single-family homes peaked
near 50 percent last year at this time,
but fell to 27 percent in May.
Those shifts hold true in Southern
Nevada as well. GLVAR reported an
increase in short sales and a decrease
in sales involving foreclosed homes.
In February, 22 percent of all resales
in Southern Nevada were short sales.
That number increased each month,
topping out 34 percent in June. Meanwhile, bank-owned homes are accounting for a decreasing percentage of all
local home sales, dropping from 53
percent in February to 38 percent in
June.
A rebound is not here in Nevada,
Amundson said, but there are signs of
one on the horizon.
“I suspect that if we’re not at a bottom, we’re certainly at a plateau that is
near the bottom,” Amundson said.
That sentiment holds true in Southern Nevada as well.
“It’s not the end of the line,” Smith
said. “It’s a cycle. Unfortunately, it’s
the worst we’ve seen.”
An irony exists in the tenuous residential market, as Smith points out,
and it gives some solace to Realtors
as well: the same affordability of both
new and resale homes that helped fuel
the boom of the late 90’s and early
2000’s again exists, but under much
different economic conditions.
“One of the things that got Vegas
on the map was affordability and we
have that now,” Smith said. “It’s not the

same as it was because discretionary
income is gone, but we still have it.”
Yet the combination of tightened
credit for potential homeowners and
continued weakness in the job market
prevents that affordability from feeling
real quite yet. The federal tax credits
brought a temporary sense of ease, but
the local and national market spoke
once they expired.
Momentum simply cannot be sustained without a continued period of
job growth to generate income and to
ease public fears.
“(Job growth) really is (the only
metric of recovery,)” Smith said. “The
only way it’s going to improve is if the
job market improves. You have to have
job creation in order for people to go
out and make big purchases like new
homes.”
Amundson’s take on the Northern
Nevada market speaks well for the entire state.

“If we look back at 1990-2000, our
normal growth rate was about 4 percent,” Amundson said. “Long-term
and short-term have kind of caught up
with each other. A return to 4 percent
growth would be a return to normal.
“When people are able to voluntarily sell a home instead of selling them
in distress, that would be a big win
right there.”

According to a report from
CNBC, Nevada ranks as
having the 49th worst
economy in the nation
and ranked dead last in
education.
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PROJECTS
Reno, 89512
Mixed-Use

Pinecrest Construction and Development is building the Stanley James
Walker animal shelter. The 17,000 SF
facility is expected to be complete
in the second quarter of 2011. CWX
Architects, Inc. is the architect for
the project and Gabbart and Woods
Structural Engineers is the engineer.
The project is located at 4950 Spectrum Blvd.

Battle Mountain, 89820
Mixed-Use

Shaheen Beauchamp Builders, LLC
has completed the expansion and
renovation of the emergency room
and long-term care facilities at Battle
Mountain General Hospital. The project is located at 535 S. Humboldt St.

Henderson, 89015
Government

R & O Construction has completed
work on the Gibson Library for Henderson. The 9,919 SF library has a 25-station computer lab. RSJ Architecture
assisted on the project located at 100
W. Lake Mead Pkwy.

Las Vegas, 89101
Government

Hardy Construction has been awarded the contract to build the 41,000 SF
Mob Museum for the City of Las Vegas.
The contract is for $7.1 million, the entire project is expected to cost $42 million. The museum will be located at
300 Stewart Ave.
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SALES
Las Vegas, 89101
Office

Robert Brandy purchased 5,050 of fullyoccupied office space from Bank of
America for $700,000 or $139 PSF. The
seller was represented by Charles Moore,
Christina Roush and Marlene Fujita of
CB Richard Ellis. The property is located
at 611 S. 6th St.
APN # 139-34-410-221

Las Vegas, 89119
Office

Strategic Investment & Consulting,
LLC purchased a 2,093 SF office property
from US Bank National Association
for $209,000 or $100 PSF. The buyer
was represented by Mario Sanchez of
ACRES Commercial and the seller was
represented by Miriam Campos-Root of
NAI Las Vegas. The property is located at
6785 S. Eastern Ave., Suite 6.
APN # 177-02-613-000

Las Vegas, 89108
Retail

KT Lomboy, LLC purchased 30,901 SF from
LEASCO, LLC for $1,736,000 or $56 PSF.
The buyer was represented by Charles
Taylor of MarTec Commercial Real Estate
and the seller was represented by Michael
Kammerling of Grubb & Ellis | Las Vegas.
The property is located at 3130 N. Rainbow
Blvd.
APN # 138-14-101-006

Henderson, 89015
Industrial

Pioneer Post, LLC purchased 19,786 SF
with one acre of land from PF 1 Buffalo,

LLC for $1,850,000. The buyer was
represented by Kara Walker, CCIM of
Grubb & Ellis | Las Vegas and the seller
was represented by Pat Marsh, SIOR of
Colliers International. The property is
located at 6275 S. Pioneer Way.
APN # 163-34-313-002

Las Vegas, 89118
Industrial

Jerry Dean purchased 13,362 SF from
Zions Bank for $950,000 or $71 PSF. The
seller was represented by Brian Riffel of
Colliers International. The property is
located at 4705 and 4717 W. Post Rd., Suite
100.
APN # 162-31-412-005 et al

Henderson, 89015
Multi-Family

Level II Capital, LLC purchased a 68unit multi-family complex from Michael
and Julia Blum for $1,410,000 or $20,735
per unit. The seller was represented by
Gary Banner of Commerce/Cushman &
Wakefield. The property is located at 730
Center St.
APN # 179-17-511-049

Las Vegas, 89104
Multi-Family

The Siegel Group Las Vegas, LLC
purchased the 64-unit Charleston Plaza
Apartments from Gateway Las Vegas, LLC
for $1,750,000 or $27,344 per unit. Patrick
Sauter of The Sauter Companies was the
broker for the transaction. The property is
located at 401 E. Charleston Blvd.
APN # 139-34-410-138

Las Vegas, 89109
Multi-Family

Robert Jules Nevada Holdings, LLC
purchased an eight unit multi-family
property from Zion’s First National Bank
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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for $150,000 or $18,750 per unit. The buyer
was represented by Art Carll of NAI Las
Vegas. The property is located at 2626 Van
Patten.
APN # 162-10-112-014

Las Vegas, 89119
Multi-Family

Gundlach, Guy David purchased the
36-unit Twain Palms apartment complex
from CRP Properties, Inc. for $600,000 or
$16,667 per unit. The seller was represented
by Michael LaBar and Evan Griffith of
Marcus & Millichap. The property is
located at 651 E. Twain Ave.
APN # 162-15-31-047

Las Vegas, 89146
Multi-Family

DLSVWA, LLC purchased the 50-unit
Virginia West Apartments from Five Aces
Rental Housing, LLC for $1,725,000 or
$34,500 per unit. Patrick Sauter of The
Sauter Companies was the broker for
the transaction. The property is located at
5000 El Parque.
APN # 163-01-703-001

Henderson, 89015
Land

LEASES
Las Vegas, 89113
Office

Farmer’s Insurance Exchange leased
7,744 SF from EJM Arroyo Corporate Center 1 & 2 Properties, LLC for
$970,726 on a five-year lease. The tenant was represented by Brad Peterson,
SIOR of CB Richard Ellis and the landlord was represented by Chuck Witters,
SIOR and Kris Watier of Lee & Associates. The property is located at 7455 Arroyo Crossing Pkwy. Reported monthly
rent is $2.09 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89119
Office

Critical Care Systems, Inc. leased
6,314 SF from McCarran Center, LLC
for $594,283 on a 62-month lease. The
tenant was represented by CB Richard
Ellis’ Darren Lemmon. The property is
located at 505 Capovilla Ave. Reported
monthly rent is $1.52 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89144
Office

Travelscape, Inc. leased 10,678 SF from
10190 Covington Cross, LLC for $475,178
on a 28-month lease. The landlord was
represented by CB Richard Ellis’ Randy
Broadhead, SIOR. The property is located
at 10190 Covington Cross Dr. Reported
monthly rent is $1.59 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89148
Office

State of Nevada, Public Utilities Commission leased 14,000 SF from LaPour 215,
LLC for $3,518,620 on a nine-year lease. The
tenant was represented by Dave Scherer,
Barton Hyde, Michael Hsu and Matthew
Kreft of Grubb & Ellis | Las Vegas and
the landlord was represented by Michael
De Lew, SIOR and Greg Pancirov, SIOR
of Colliers International. The property is
located at 9075 W. Diablo Dr., Suite 250. Reported monthly rent is $2.33 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89169
Office

Pisanelli Bice, LLC leased 7,885 SF from
Agassi Enterpries, Inc. for $840,935 on

Venture 3822 Henderson, LLC purchased
6.29 acres from BFJJ Horizon, LLC for
$5,231,000 or $19 PSF. The seller was
represented by Keith Spencer and Derek
Rafie of CB Richard Ellis. The property
is located on Boulder Highway near
Racetrack Rd.
APN # 179.21.301.001 et al

Las Vegas, 89101
Land

Peter D Luster Trust purchased 0.18 acres
from US Bank National Assoc. as trustee
for $240,000 or $31 PSF. The buyer and
seller were both represented by Art Carll
of NAI Las Vegas. The property is located
at 1054 S. Main St.
APN # 139-33-811-012

Las Vegas, 89113
Land

In-N-Out Burger purchased 3.54 acres
of industrial land from CPI Three, LLC
for $2,058,256 or $13 PSF. The site will be
used as a distribution center. The seller
was represented by Dan Doherty, SIOR
and E.J. Paul Sweetland, IV, SIOR of
Colliers International and the buyer was
represented by Dan Doherty, SIOR and
Patti Dillon of Colliers International. The
property is located at 6450 Montessouri St.
APN # 163-34-810-041

We Are Growing
While most are shrinking,
NAI Las Vegas is growing.
Ask us why.
One Globe…One Nation…One Team
Build on the power of our network.™
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a 53-month lease. The landlord was represented by Brad Peterson, SIOR of CB
Richard Ellis. The property is located at
3883 Howard Hughes Pkwy. Reported
monthly rent is $2.01 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89169
Office

THI of NV at Desert Valley Therapy, LLC
leased 8,865 SF from William P. Floyd, LP
for $695,459 on a 67-month lease. The tenant was represented by CB Richard Ellis’
Bruce Follmer and Carla Cole. The property is located at 1950 E. Desert Inn Rd. Reported monthly rent is $1.17 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89169
Office

Wells Fargo Advisors leased 7,064 SF of
office space from MS Crescent 2752/3768
Hughes for $1,146,345 on a 63-month
lease. The tenant was represented by John
Acker and Kent Johns of NAI Las Vegas
and the landlord was represented by Tom
Stilley of Colliers International. The
property is located at 3763 Howard Hughes
Pkwy., Suite 330. Reported monthly rent is
$2.58 PSF.

Henderson, 89014
Retail

Sonoran BBQ, LLC leased 6,650 SF from
Mall Ring Magic for $4,408,915 on a 20year lease. The tenant was represented by
Brian Sorrentino of R.O.I. Commercial
Real Estate, Inc. and the landlord was
represented by Scot Market of Colliers International. The property is located at 651
Mall Ring Circle. Reported monthly rent is
$2.76 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89102
Retail

Davinci’s Pasta Factory, Inc. leased 4,200
SF from PK Sale, LLC for $138,600 on a
three-year lease. The landlord was represented by Scot Marker of Colliers International. The property is located on the
southeast corner of Decatur Blvd. and Sahara Ave. Reported monthly rent is $0.92
PSF.

Las Vegas, 89104
Retail

Maurel Bridal leased 3,500 SF from DHZ
Development, Inc. for $213,750 on a fiveyear lease. The tenant and landlord were
both represented by David Johnson and
Phillip Baca of NAI Las Vegas. The property is located at 1120 E. Sahara Ave. Reported monthly rent is $1.02 PSF.
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Las Vegas, 89115
Retail

Trijillo Enterprises, LLC leased 5,500 SF
from Regal Plaza Pad D, LLC for $1,479,500
on a 124-month lease. The tenant was represented by Bob Hawkins of Commerce/
Cushman & Wakefield and the landlord
was represented by Zack Hussain of CB
Richard Ellis. The property is located at
5801 W. Craig Rd., Suite 103. Reported
monthly rent is $2.00 PSF.

North Las Vegas, 89030
Industrial

Czarnowski Display Service, Inc. leased
214,200 SF from Prologis-A3 NV I LLC for
$9,099,216 on a 136-month lease. Susan
Borst of Commerce/ Cushman & Wakefield represented the tenant in the transaction. The property is located at 4150 Industrial Center, Dr. Reported monthly rent
is $0.31 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89103
Industrial

CabinetsNow, LLC leased 26,040 SF from
J & J Monarch Property, LLC for $740,124
on a five-year lease. The tenant was represented by Xavier Wasiak, SIOR of Grubb
& Ellis | Las Vegas. The property is located
at 4375 S. Valley View Blvd., Suite A. Reported monthly rent is $0.47 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89115
Industrial

Highway Technologies, Inc. leased 10,000
SF from Roxy Real Estate Investment,
Inc. for $427,266 on a five-year lease. The
landlord was represented by Brian Riffel
of Colliers International. The property is
located at 4535 Copper Sage St. Reported
monthly rent is $0.71 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89118
Industrial

Clark County Water, Inc. leased 8,368 SF
from WSL Properties, Inc. for $271,932 on a
five-year lease. The tenant was represented
by Curtis Sanders of NAI Las Vegas and
the landlord was represented by Spencer
Pinter of Colliers International. The property is located at 7220 Dean Martin Dr., Suite
400. Reported monthly rent is $0.54 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89118
Industrial

Eye-Fi leased 12,393 SF from Cable Investments-Diablo, L.P. for $114,950 on a twoyear lease. The landlord was represented by
Michael De Lew, SIOR and Greg Pancirov,
SIOR of Colliers International. The prop-

erty is located at 5075 W. Diablo Dr., Suite
208. Reported monthly rent is $0.39 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89118
Industrial

Universal Hospital Services, Inc. leased
7,317 SF from EJM Arroyo South I Property, LLC for $664,440 on a 10-year lease.
The landlord was represented by Spencer
Pinter of Colliers International and the
tenant was represented by Frank Quatro
of Newmark Knight Frank. The property
is located at 7061 W. Arby Ave., Suite 100.
Reported monthly rent is $0.76 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89118
Industrial

Preferred Laminations, LLC leased 12,000
SF from Eastgroup Properties for $57,600
on a 13-month lease. The landlord was represented by Donna Alderson, Greg Tassi
and JJ Peck of CB Richard Ellis. The property is located at 5530 S. Arville St. Reported
monthly rent is $0.37 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89119
Industrial

Gamesman, Ltd. leased 5,230 SF from
EJM Spencer Helm Property, LLC for
$107,724 on a three-year lease. The tenant was represented by Rick Smith of RDS
Associates, LLC and the landlord was represented by Spencer Pinter of Colliers
International. The property is located
at 6672 Spencer St., Suite 600. Reported
monthly rent is $0.57 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89119
Industrial

Western Millwork, Inc. leased 9,000 SF from
Escondido, LLC for $20,790 on a six-month
lease. The landlord was represented by Brian
Riffel of Colliers International. The property is located at 6620 Escondido St., Suite C.
Reported monthly rent is $0.39 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89142
Land

JP Morgan Chase Bank leased 1.15 acres
of land from Thorndike Properties, Inc.
for $2,155,000 on a 20-year lease. The tenant was represented by David Johnson
and Phillip Baca of NAI Las Vegas and the
landlord was represented by Jacqueline
Young and Dan Hubbard of Commerce/
Cushman & Wakefield. The property is
located at 200-280 E. Lake Mead Pkwy. Reported monthly rent is $0.19 PSF.

Post your deals at
www.theReDreport.com
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Power of Attorney | Reducing Workforce

A Plan for Reduction in Force

I

n these tough economic times RIF’s,
a “Reduction In Force” are a part of
the business landscape.  It requires
employers to make hard decisions
that affect some, but not all, employees and it is an area ripe for potential
negative legal and financial consequences.  
Start an analysis by considering alternatives to a RIF that might meet a company’s
needs, but would be less expensive and less
risky.

the particular job and are not applied in a
Protect Yourself
discriminatory manner.   The RIF should
Consider asking departing employees to
not be aimed at particular employees.
sign a legally binding document releasing
Many employers use a rating system the company from any claims and bringto select employees to be RIF’d, giving ing the employment relationship to an end
a rating or ranking to each worker, sort- without legal controversy.   A separation
ing them by skills, value, contribution to agreement containing a waiver/release of
the organization referencing performance claims is commonly used. Promises of nonappraisals, employee self rankings, team disparagement, confidentiality, and nonrankings, customer ratings, output data, solicitation of customers or other employees
outside consultant assessments, training might also be included.  There are specific
scores and skill assessments to assist in the federal statutory requirements for waivers of
Estate Planning
selection.  Such rankings should be as ob- age discrimination claims in a RIF, includIf a RIF is the best alternative, then de- jective as possible and should compare to ing that the employee be expressly advised in
termine its scope and establish a budget for rankings of prior performance evaluations writing to consult an attorney before signing
the process.  Identify the estimated number to ensure that there are no huge discrep- the agreement; given 45 days to consider the
of individuals that need to be laid off in or- ancies between the two.   Consistency in agreement before signing; given 7 days after
der to meet the cost goals.  Is the reduction selection and application of the criteria is signing the agreement to revoke it; and, given
going to be throughout the company, or critical.
disclosures consisting of general information
will it be limited to certain departments?  
Now use the agreed upon selection cri- about the RIF decision process, as well as
Will it eliminate job titles or reduce the teria and prepare a confidential prelimi- specific information about the job titles and
number of people in certain jobs, or both?   nary list of employees to be eliminated in ages of persons selected and not selected for
Be specific with these goals.  A budget for the RIF.  Using that list, perform a “dispa- separation in the RIF.
the RIF process should be established to rate impact” analysis by comparing the deProvide necessary notices.  By way of exinclude costs for outplacement, counsel- mographics of the workers on the prelimi- ample, the Workers Adjustment and Retraining, extended benefits, severance packages, nary list with those who will be retained.   ing Notification Act (WARN) is a federal
consultant and legal advice and retraining.   You are looking to ensure that employees statute that requires that employers give a
And of course, take into consideration the in protected classes, such as gender, age, 60-day layoff notice to workers, their rephidden cost underlying every workforce race, national origin, religion, sexual ori- resentatives and local government officials,
reduction including the training and devel- entation, pregnancy, disability and other under certain circumstances.   This written
opment investment made in those people legally protected categories are not inten- notice is required for companies with 100 or
who will be eliminated in the RIF.
tionally or inadvertently being selected to more employees that close plants or operatlose their jobs at a higher rate than their ing units with 50 or more employees, or that
Selection Criteria
percentage in the workforce.  For example, lay off either 500 or more employees or 50
Now it is time to identify the selection if 10 out of 100 employees in the company or more employees making up more than a
criteria that will be used to determine who are over the age of 40, it would be antici- third of their workforce.
will be let go.  The criteria must be busi- pated that roughly 10% of those employees
Before executing a RIF it is best to take
ness-related and the most legally defen- being RIF’d would be over 40.  If 50% of some time and develop a comprehensive and
sible criteria are objective, such as length those on the preliminary list are over age carefully thought out plan in advance.  Seek
of service, demonstrated skills, education, 40, then further investigation is warranted out professional advice so as to minimize
quality of production, written performance to determine and eliminate those criteria risk.  A few precautions taken prior to impleevaluations and discipline history.  Subjec- resulting in such a disparate impact on menting a RIF can save in significant legal
tive criteria such as enthusiasm, versatility, those over age 40.
and financial problems down the road.
and personality, are also permissible criteria provided they are actually required for David McElhinney, Partner with Lewis and Roca, LLP
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AttorneyProfiles
September 2010 Issue

Reserve Your Profile
for as low as $500!
In addition to the 100 top lawyers featured in the
September 2010 Legal Elite issue, Nevada Business
Magazine will be offering attorney's the opportunity to
include a profile that will be read by over 82,000 executives.
These profiles will be included in the Legal Elite section
of the magazine in a 1/6 page, editorial-like format.
The profile will include a photo, as well as the highlights and accomplishments of the attorney profiled.

Reserve Today!
Call for further details.

Call 702.267.6330
Number of
Profiles

Option 1:
1/6 Page
Profile Only

Option 2:
1/6 Page Profile and
1/3 or 1/2 page Four-Color Ad*

Option 3:
1/6 Page Profile and
2/3 or Full page Four-Color Ad*

1 to 2

$1,200 ea.

$1,000 ea.

$800 ea.

3 to 5

$1,000 ea.

$900 ea.

$700 ea.

6 to 9

$900 ea.

$800 ea.

$600 ea.

10 or more

$800 ea.

$700 ea.

$500 ea.

* profile price does not include cost of display ads.

nevadabusiness.com
July 2010
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Colleges and Universities
*Ranked by Previous Year Enrollment.

RANK

Website
Phone

Institution
Address

Prev. Year Established
Enrollment* NV Employees
Entity Type

NV Executive
Title

Resident Tuition & Fees
Lower Division: $74.75 Per
Undergraduate Credit Hour;
Upper Division: $118.75 Per
Undergraduate Credit Hour

College of Southern Nevada

csn.edu
702.651.5000
702.651.3000
702.651.4000

87,238
Public

1971
2,700

Dr. Michael D. Richards
President

2

University of Nevada, Las Vegas

unlv.edu
702.895.3011

29,069
Public

1957
3,178

Neal Smatresk, Ph.D.
President

$173.22 Per Undergraduate Credit
Hour; $251.50 Per Graduate
Credit Hour

3

Truckee Meadows Community College

tmcc.edu
775.673.7000

17,932
Public

1979
847

Dr. Maria Sheehan
President

$74.75 Per Undergraduate Credit
Hour

4

University of Nevada, Reno

unr.edu
775.784.1110

16,862
Public

1874
2,985

Dr. Milton Glick
President

5

Western Nevada College

wnc.edu
775.445.3000

9,012
Public

1971
607

Dr. Carol A. Lucey
President

University of Phoenix

phoenix.edu
702.638.7279
775.828.7999

5,700
Private
(For Profit)

1992
180

Charlie Nguyen
Kathy Gamboa
Territory Vice Presidents

7

Great Basin College

gbcnv.edu
775.738.8493

3,540
Public

1967
425

Carl Diekhans
President

8

Touro University

tun.touro.edu
702.777.8687

1,538
Private
(Non-Profit)

2004
297

Michael Harter, Ph.D.
Senior Provost
CEO, Western Division

9

The Art Institute of Las Vegas

artinstitutes.edu/las-vegas
800.833.2678

1,446
Private
(For Profit)
1,300
Private
(For Profit)

1983
175

Steven Brooks
President

$467 Per Credit Hour

1997
105

Donn Nimmer
Director

$493 Per Credit Hour

1,200
Private
(For Profit)

1979
163

David Fritz
President

1,100
Private
(Non-Profit)
667
Private
(For Profit)

1969
198

Richard Rubsamen
President

Undergraduate: $12,257.50
Per Semester (12 - 19 Credits);
Graduate: $367 Per Credit

1990
104

Robert Dillman
Campus President

$315 Per Credit Hour

650
Private
(For Profit)
600
Private
(For Profit)
594
Private
(Non-Profit)
373
Private
(For Profit)

2004
100

Jason Smith
President

$405 Per Credit Hour

2003
80

Kenneth L. Hause
President

1999
157

Dr. Harry Rosenberg
President

2004
48

Maria Dezenberg
Campus Dean

1

6

10

6375 West Charleston Boulevard, Las Vegas, NV 89146
700 College Drive, Henderson, NV 89002
3200 East Cheyenne Avenue, North Las Vegas, NV 89030
4505 South Maryland Parkway, Las Vegas, NV 89154
7000 Dandini Boulevard, Reno, Nevada 89512
1664 North Virginia Street, Reno, NV 89557
2201 West College Parkway, Carson City, NV 89703
7455 West Washington Ave, Las Vegas, NV 89123
10345 Professional Circle, Suite 200, Reno, NV 89521
1500 College Parkway, Elko, Nevada 89801
874 American Pacific Drive, Henderson, NV 89014
2350 Corporate Circle, Henderson, NV 89074

ITT Technical Institute

168 North Gibson Road, Henderson, NV 89014
3825 West Cheyenne Avenue, Suite 600, North Las Vegas, NV 89032

Everest College

itt-tech.edu
702.558.5404
702.240.0967
everest.edu/campus/henderson

11

170 North Stephanie, Henderson, NV 89074

12

Sierra Nevada College

13

Kaplan College

14

International Academy of Design and Technology

15

Le Cordon Bleu College of Culinary Arts in Las Vegas

16

University of Southern Nevada

usn.edu
702.990.4433

17

DeVry University - Nevada

devry.edu
702.933.9700

18

Regis University

regis.edu
702.990.0382

281
Private
(Non-Profit)

1998
8

Kathy Cunningham
Director, Las Vegas
Campus

19

Career College of Northern Nevada

ccnn.edu
775.856.2266

1984
73

Nate Clark
President

20

National University

nu.edu
702.531.7800

220
Private
(For Profit)
180
Private
(Non-Profit)

2005
70

Tracy McMurry
Associate Regional Dean

999 Tahoe Boulevard, Incline Village, NV 89451
3535 West Sahara Avenue, Las Vegas, NV 89102
2495 Village View Drive, Henderson, NV 89074

1451 Center Crossing Road, Las Vegas, NV 89144
11 Sunset Way, Henderson, NV 89014

2490 Paseo Verde Parkway, Suite 150, Henderson, NV 89074
1401 North Green Valley Pkwy, Suite 100, Henderson, NV
1421 Pullman Drive, Sparks, NV 89434

2850 West Horizon Ridge Parkway, Suite 300, Henderson, NV 89052

702.567.1920

sierranevada.edu
775.831.1314
las-vegas.kaplancollege.com
702.368.2338
iadtvegas.com
702.990.0150
chefs.edu/las-vegas
800.736.6126

$168.75 Per Undergraduate Credit
Hour; $246.50 Per Graduate
Credit Hour
Lower Division: $74.75 Per
Undergrad Credit; Upper Division:
$118.75 Per Undergrad Credit
$375 - $430 Per Undergrad
Credit; 465 - $515 Per Grad Credit
Plus $90 - $110 Per Course
Lower Division: $74.75 Per
Undergrad Credit; Upper Division:
$118.75 Per Undergrad Credit
Fee Method Varies By Program:
$275 - $675 Per Credit Hour or
$17,370 - $40,800 Per Year

Varies By Program

$19,050 - $42,050 Per Program
$40,500 - $54,600 Per Year
$580 Per Credit Hour
Varies By Program
$210 Per Quarter Credit
$308 Per Undergraduate Credit
Hour; $350 Per Graduate Credit
Hour

www.TopRankNevada.com
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K - 12 Private Schools
*Ranked by 2009-10 Enrollment.

2009-2010
Enrollment* Year Founded NV Administrator
Title
Grades Offered NV Employees

Website
Phone

RANK Institution
Address

2010-2011 Tuition and
Fees for a New Student

1

Faith Lutheran Junior / Senior High School Δ

faithlutheranlv.org
702.804.4400

1320
6th - 12th

1978
125

Kevin Dunning
Executive Director

$10,120, Multiple Student Discounts

2

Bishop Gorman High School Δ ±

bishopgorman.org
702.732.1945

1142
9th - 12th

1954
121

John Kilduff
President

$12,550 plus Textbooks, Discount for
Catholic Parishioners

3

The Meadows School Δ

themeadowsschool.org
702.254.1610

909
K - 12th

1984
118

Henry Chanin
Head of School

Grades K-5 - $15,800; Grades 6-8 $17,550; Grades 9-12 - 21,200

4

Las Vegas Day School Δ

lasvegasdayschool.com
702.362.1180

837
K - 8th

1961
73

Neil H. Daseler
Director

Grades K-5 - $13,250;
Grades 6-8 - $14,250

5

Bishop Manogue Catholic High School Δ ±

bishopmanogue.org
775.336.6000

670
9th - 12th

1948
68

Jim Toner
President

6a

Alexander Dawson School at Rainbow Mountain Δ

adsrm.org
702.949.3600

630
P - 8th

2000
120

Mike Imperi
Headmaster

Grades K-4 - $19,400; Grades 5-8 $19,700, includes lunch

6b

Lake Mead Christian Academy Δ

lmca.org
702.565.5831

620
P - 12th

1990
100

Sue Blakeley
Founder

Grades K-5 - $5145; Grades 6-8 $6275; Grades 9-12 - $7325 + books

8

Mountain View Christian School † Δ

mvcs.net
702.452.1300

600
P - 12th

1983
65

Crystal Van Kempen
McClanahan
Superintendent

Grades K-4 - $6310; Grades 5-6 $6660; Grades 7-8 - $7070; Grades
9-12 - $7825, Multi-Student Discount

9

Calvary Chapel Christian School † Δ

cccslions.org
702.248.8879

550
P - 12th

1994
55

Jim Davis
Superintendent

Grades K-5 - $5865; Grades 6-12
- $6525, Multi-Student and CCSV
Member Discounts

10

Cornerstone Christian Academy Δ

cornerstonelv.com/academy
702.939.5050

465
K - 8th

1980
21

James E. Whiddon
Principal

Grades K-5 $6380; Grades 6-8 $6755; Multiple Student Discount

2015 South Hualapai Way, Las Vegas, NV 89117
5959 South Hualapai Way, Las Vegas, NV 89148
8601 Scholar Lane, Las Vegas NV 89128
3275 Red Rock Street, Las Vegas, NV 89146
110 Bishop Manogue Drive, Reno, Nevada 89511

10845 West Desert Inn Road, Las Vegas, NV 89135

540 East Lake Mead Parkway,Henderson, NV 89015
3900 East Bonanza, Las Vegas, NV 89110

7175 West Oquendo Road, Las Vegas, NV 89113

5825 West Eldora Avenue, Suite B, Las Vegas, Nevada 89146

$9750, Parish Affiliation Discount,
Multiple Student Discount

Accredited by: † ACSI - Association of Christian Schools International; Δ - NAAS - Northwest Association of Accredited Schools; ± - WCEA - Western Catholic Educational Association
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Online Information Center

ADVANCE YOUR EDUCATION,

ADVANCE YOUR CAREER

Earn your degree with a leader in online education.
- Explore the wide range of associate’s, bachelor’s, and
master’s degrees you can earn online or on campus
- Discover personalized support to help you complete
your education
- Talk with an enrollment counselor and create the right
education plan to meet your goals
- Experience the flexibility of taking an online course
- Learn about financial aid options
Visit the National University
Online Information Center in Summerlin:
10870 West Charleston Blvd., Suite 180
Las Vegas, NV 89135

degrees.nu.edu/Summerlin
702.531.7850
© 2010 National University 8824

02_8824_OIC_SmmrlnAd_7p25x4p75_k.indd 1

An Affiliate of the National University System
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INDUSTRIAL
TOTAL MARKET

L as Vegas

Reno

Total Square feet

103,356,277

73,598,555

16,781,189

11,268,212

16.2%

15.3%

0

0

-841,604

180,511

$0.58

$0.37

350,905

0

0

0

Total Square Feet

65,980,261

37,334,910

Vacant Square Feet

10,182,349

6,364,964

15.4%

17.0%

Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption
Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)
Under Construction
Planned
WAREHOUSE/DISTRIBUTION

Industrial Summary
Second Quarter 2010

Percent Vacant

Net Absorption

Las Vegas

The Las Vegas Valley industrial market continued to signal weakness with
an increasing vacancy rate and falling
average asking rents amid turbulent conditions within the sector.  No new inventory came to market as several projects
remain stalled or delayed due to a lack
of demand and an abundance of supply.  
Nearly 351,000 square feet of industrial
space in four buildings remain under
construction with limited product in the
pipeline.
The market reported approximately
841,600 square feet of negative net absorption during the quarter, bringing the
total amount of vacant space to nearly
16.8 million square feet.  The latest figures reflect the sixth consecutive quarter
of negative net absorption and the 16.2
percent vacancy rate is a new record
high for the Las Vegas region.   The vacancy rate climbed 0.8 points during the
past three months, but is also the smallest increase since the fourth quarter of
2008.   Nevertheless, the vacancy rate
has steadily climbed since the recession
began in late 2007 and compared to the
same quarter of the prior year (Q2 2009),
the vacancy rate increased 4.0 points, or
from 12.2 percent to 16.2 percent.
There will likely be an excess supply
of industrial space for years, suppressing prices to levels not seen in over five
years.   These corrections, while appropriate given the excess supply additions
and speculation during the boom years,
can be painful and have long-lasting effects on pricing.
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0

0

-523,321

226,133

New Construction

Reno-Sparks

The industrial real estate market in Northern Nevada took a small step towards stabilization in the second quarter of 2010. The
market experienced positive absorption and
a decrease in the overall vacancy rate. Sales
and leasing activity was relatively strong and
the amount of new industrial space put back
on to the market in the second quarter for
lease, sublease or sale was more manageable
than in previous quarters. No new construction was completed and new construction
starts was limited to some minor build-tosuit activity.
The overall vacancy rate decreased from
15.6% at the end of the first quarter of 2010
to 15% at the end of the second quarter. This
decrease was due in part to a large lease
transaction s for 390,300 square feet of
bulk warehouse. Assisting in this vacancy
decrease is that there were not any large industrial closures like we had seen in previous
quarters. The last decrease in overall vacancy
was seen one year ago between the second
and third quarters of 2009, when the vacancy
rate dropped from 15.3% to 15.1%.
Competition from landlords for new tenants remains strong, although they are resisting the low rental rate transactions that they
may have conceded to in the past several
quarters.
Continued and slight decreases in the overall vacancy rate are expected. Rental rates
will remain flat for the coming quarters with
expectations of increases in the medium term
as vacancies get closer to a healthier number
and we see stronger demand from new industrial companies to our market and more market expansions from our existing tenants.

Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)
Under Construction

$0.50

$0.30

350,905

0

0

0

Planned

INDUSTRIAL/LIGHT INDUSTIAL/MANUFACTURING
23,128,465

35,994,759

3,525,966

3,610,016

15.2%

10.0%

0

0

-154,165

-1,344,161

$0.62

$0.51

Under Construction

0

0

Planned

0

0

Total Square Feet

14,247,551

268,886

Vacant Square Feet

3,072,874

15,002

21.6%

5.6%

Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption
Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)

R&D/FLEX

Percent Vacant

0

0

-164,118

8,584

New Construction
Net Absorption

$0.80

$0.79

Under Construction

0

0

Planned

0

0

Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)

Next Month: OFFICE
ABREVIATION KEY
MGFS:
SF/MO:
NNN:

Modified Gross Full-Service
Square Foot Per Month
Net Net Net

Southern Nevada Analysis and statistics compiled by
Applied Analysis, Northern Nevada Analysis and statistics
compiled by Colliers International Reno

www.NevadaBusiness.com
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DATA

he US economic recovery softened in
the first quarter of 2010 as measured by
growth in real GDP of 2.7 percent, down
from 5.6 percent in the fourth quarter of
2009. The June 2010 employment report
indicated that the economy lost a net
125,000 jobs. The change in the employment levels
included the loss of 225,000 census-worker jobs and
a gain of 83,000 private-sector positions. Sales grew
by 5 percent year over year, but actually fell slightly
over the previous month. This is the second consecutive monthly drop since the beginning of the economic
recovery in September 2010. Meanwhile, Congress
is still debating the targeted, limited fiscal stimulus
of extending unemployment benefits and aid to state
and local governments.
Nevada with its large exposure in the tourism and
construction sectors will continue to lag the US recovery, since the current recession was driven by the dramatic contractions in tourism and construction. The
May unemployment rate for the state stands at 13.8
percent on a not-seasonally-adjusted basis. When
seasonally adjusted, Nevada’s unemployment rate
of 14.0 percent is the highest in the nation. Taxable
sales fell by 1.4 percent in April from March, but rose
by 2.0 percent from the previous year. Gaming revenues, on the other hand, rose 4.5 percent in April, but
fell 5.7 percent from the previous year. Taxable sales
and gaming revenue produce more than two‐thirds of
the state budget revenue. At the moment, these two
numbers suggest that we may have reached the bottom. That said, if the national economy experiences
a double dip recession, then all bets are off on the
bottoming of the local economy.
The picture in Clark County does not dramatically
differ from that in Nevada as a whole. Employment
increased by 0.4 percent from April, but decreased
by 3.7 percent from last year. Taxable sales rose by
3.5 percent over 2009 levels and gaming revenue fell
by 4.4 percent. Residential permitting is frozen below
500 permits a month reflecting continued difficulty
for the construction sector. Visitor volume rose by 1.3
percent from April and 1.1 percent over a year ago.
This is hardly an indication that the local economy is
improving. It does, however, suggest that we have
reached the bottom.
Taxable sales in Washoe County fell on a monthto-month and year-over-year basis. The labor market
data show less severe conditions in Washoe County
with a lower overall unemployment rate, although
still very high at 13.3 percent. Likewise, there was
a slightly higher month-to-month increase in employment of 0.6 percent and a slightly lower year-to-year
decrease of 2.4 percent.
The large overhang in residential and commercial
investment means that the construction sector will not
likely improve for many months, if not years. The leisure
and hospitality sector must lead us out of recession,
but that sector continues to show weak progress.
Stephen M. Miller, PhD
Chair, Department of Economics
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Nevada

DATE

UNITS

LATEST

PREVIOUS

YEAR AGO

GROWTH
RECENT YEAR AGO

COMMENTS

Employment

2010M5

000 employees

1,123.7

1,118.9

1,155.6

0.4%

-2.8%

Down

Unemployment Rate

2010M5

%, NSA

13.8

14.0

11.2

-0.2%

2.6%

Record High

Taxable Sales

2010M4

$billion

3.283

3.329

3.218

-1.4%

2.0%

Up Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2010M5

$million

847.15

810.46

889.17

4.5%

-4.7%

Down Year Ago

Passengers

2010M5

passengers

3.852

3.759

3.902

2.5%

-1.3%

Up Recent

Gasoline Sales

2010M4

million gallons

90.91

91.69

92.38

-0.9%

-1.6%

Flat Recent

Visitor Volume

2010M4

million visitors

4.124

4.051

4.082

1.8%

1.0%

Up Slightly

Employment

2010M5

000 employees

801.3

798.3

832.0

0.4%

-3.7%

Down

Unemployment Rate

2010M5

%, NSA

14.1

14.2

11.3

-0.1%

2.8%

Record High

Taxable Sales

2010M4

$billion

2.499

2.499

2.416

0.0%

3.5%

Up Year Ago

Gaming Revenue

2010M5

$million

714.66

689.98

747.62

3.6%

-4.4%

Down Year Ago

Residential Permits

2010M5

units permitted

429

497

456

-13.7%

-5.9%

Low Levels

Commercial Permits

2010M5

permits

26

19

19

36.8%

36.8%

Low Levels

Passengers

2010M5

million persons

3.536

3.446

3.586

2.6%

-1.4%

Up Recent

Gasoline Sales

2010M4

million gallons

63.21

63.34

64.24

-0.2%

-1.6%

Flat Recent

Visitor Volume

2010M4

million visitors

3.543

3.497

3.503

1.3%

1.1%

Up Slightly

Employment *

2010M5

000 employees

190.5

189.3

195.4

0.6%

-2.5%

No Improvement

Unemployment Rate *

2010M5

%, NSA

13.3

13.5

11.1

-0.2%

2.2%

Record High

Taxable Sales

2010M4

$billion

0.395

0.443

0.425

-10.8%

-7.1%

Down

Gaming Revenue

2010M5

$million

70.43

64.43

76.49

9.3%

-7.9%

Down Year Ago

Residential Permits

2010M5

units permitted

39

108

33

-63.9%

18.2%

Low Levels

Commercial Permits

2010M5

permits

13

7

6

85.7%

116.7%

Low Levels

Passengers

2010M5

million persons

0.312

0.310

0.312

0.9%

-0.0%

Flat

Gasoline Sales

2010M4

million gallons

13.78

14.27

14.37

-3.4%

-4.1%

Down

Visitor Volume

2010M4

million visitors

0.385

0.361

0.384

6.4%

0.2%

Soft

Employment

2010M6

million, SA

130.470

130.595

130.640

-0.1%

-0.1%

Down

Unemployment Rate

2010M6

%, SA

9.5

9.7

9.5

-0.2%

0.0%

High Rates

Consumer Price Index

2010M5

82-84=100, NSA

218.2

218.0

213.9

0.1%

2.0%

Unchanged

Core CPI

2010M5

82-84=100, NSA

221.2

221.2

219.1

-0.0%

0.9%

Unchanged

Employment Cost Index

2010Q1

89.06=100, SA

111.4

111.0

109.8

0.4%

1.5%

Modest Drag

Productivity Index

2010Q1

92=100, SA

154.2

153.4

145.0

0.6%

6.3%

Record Output

Retail Sales Growth

2010M6

$billion, SA

360.156

362.013

343.108

-0.5%

5.0%

Flat Recent

Auto and Truck Sales

2010M6

million, SA

11.05

11.61

9.67

-4.8%

14.3%

Up Year Ago

Housing Starts

2010M5

million, SA

0.593

0.659

0.550

-10.0%

7.8%

Low Levels

GDP Growth

2010Q1

2000$billion, SAAR

13,238.6

13,149.5

12,925.4

2.7%

9.7%

Revised Down

U.S. Dollar

2010M5

97.01=100

105.178

104.580

105.008

0.6%

0.2%

Strengthening

Trade Balance

2010M05

$billion, SA

-42.266

-40.320

-24.855

4.8%

70.1%

Up

S&P 500

2010M05

monthly close

1,030.71

1,089.41

919.32

-5.4%

12.1%

Down Recent

Real Short-Term Rates

2010M5

%, NSA

0.08

-0.01

-0.11

0.1%

0.1%

Low Rates

Treasury Yield Spread

2010M6

%, NSA

3.08

3.26

3.54

-5.5%

-13.0%

Stimulative

Clark County

Washoe County

United States

*Reflects the Reno-Sparks MSA which includes Washoe and Storey Counties
Note: NSA = Not Seasonally Adjusted, SA = Seasonally Adjusted, SAAR=Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rates
Sources: Nevada Department of Taxation; Nevada Department of Employment, Training, and Rehabilitation; UNR Bureau of
Business and Economic Research; UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research; McCarran International Airport; Reno/
Tahoe International Airport; Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority; Reno-Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority;
U.S. Department of Commerce; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Census Bureau; U.S. Federal Reserve Bank.
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The Last Word

People

If you could meet anyone from history
and ask them one question, who would
you meet and what would you ask?
“I would ask Thomas Jefferson
how he, and the other framers,
intended the Constitution
and the Bill of Rights to
be interpreted in light of
unforeseen technological
and societal advances and
circumstances.”

“I would pick Golda Meir,
the Prime Minister of Israel
between 1969 and 1974. I
would ask her what it was
like to be a woman leading
a struggling nation in a male
dominated culture and world,
while paving the way for other
women.”

Ruth Urban • Founder, The Urban Group, LLC

“Would Alexander Graham
Bell have invented the
telephone if he would have
known its uses in 2010?  As
much as I love innovation and
new ideas in our society, I
wonder if our era of texting,
tweeting, and sexting are what
Bell had in mind as to his
unique invention.”

“I would talk to Thomas
Jefferson and ask him how
they created a governance
system and constitution that
could stand the test of time.”

Craig Galati • Partner, Lucchesi Galati

“Adolf Hitler.  I would say to
him …’What in the hell were
you thinking?’

Nancy Eklof • President, Nancy Eklof Public Relations Etc.
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Michael D. Davidson • Partner, Kolesar & Leatham

August 2010

Manita Rawat • Associate, Armstrong Teasdale, LLP

“If I could meet one person
from history, it would be
Leonardo da Vinci, and I would
ask him to describe himself
and his interests. By hearing
da Vinci speak, I would hope
to gain some insight into his
incredible mind and talent.”

Jeff Grace • President of NetEffect based in Las Vegas

www.NevadaBusiness.com

If you own a busIness, It’s always on your mInd.
Owning a business is more than a full-time job. With Health Plan of Nevada’s handson personal service and seamless operations, you can concentrate on other areas of
your business – while we take care of your employees’ health insurance needs.
When it comes to service, HPN means business.
Call HPN at 702.821.2200 or 800.873.0004 or your broker today!
21NVHPN10317

Visit healthplanofnevada.com
August 2010
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“Thanks to Nevada
State Bank, the sky’s
no longer the limit.”
–John Buch, President of Maverick Aviation Group
Nevada State Bank customer since 1996

Nevada State Bank financed
Maverick Helicopters with a
$5 million commercial loan.
When Maverick Helicopters wanted to fly higher, they
came to Nevada State Bank. The company started
modestly in 1995 with only two aircraft, but today
they operate the largest fleet of ECO-Star tourism
helicopters in the world, providing the highest level
of service to southern Nevada visitors.
“I love working with Nevada State Bank. They gave us
the customized products and personalized services
that only a local bank can provide. They really made
it happen!”
With business loan rates as low as 4.75% APR*,
Nevada State Bank is the premier business lender in
Nevada. See for yourself how we can Open the Door
to your Future to help grow your business.
Visit a branch, call 866-618-3437 or go to
www.nsbank.com.

SMALL BUSINESS | RETAIL | COMMERCIAL | PRIVATE BANKING | REAL ESTATE
Member

*Credit approval is required.
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